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Abstract
Beamforming is a popular multichannel signal processing technique used in conjunc-
tion with microphone arrays to spatially filter a sound field. Conventional optimal
beamformers assume that the propagation channels between each source and mi-
crophone pair are a deterministic function of the source and microphone geometry.
However in real acoustic environments, there are several mechanisms that give rise
to unpredictable variations in the phase and amplitudes of the propagation channels.
In the presence of these uncertainties the performance of beamformers degrade. Ro-
bust beamformers are designed to reduce this performance degradation. However,
robust beamformers rely on tuning parameters that are not closely related to the
array geometry.
By modeling the uncertainty in the acoustic channels explicitly we can derive
more accurate expressions for the source-microphone channel variability. As such we
are able to derive beamformers that are well suited to the application of acoustics
in realistic environments. Through experiments we validate the acoustic channel
models and through simulations we show the performance gains of the associated
robust beamformer.
Furthermore, by modeling the speech short time Fourier transform coeﬃcients
we are able to design a beamformer framework in the power domain. By utilising
spectral subtraction we are able to see performance benefits over ideal conventional
beamformers. Including the channel uncertainties models into the weights design
improves robustness.
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We design a dereverberation algorithm that operates in the short time Fourier
transform domain that performs, with knowledge of the impulse response, as well as
competing time domain methods.
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Notation
For the majority of the thesis the following mathematical notation is used:
x 2 [a, b] {x|a  x and x  b} ;
x A scalar quantity
x A vector quantity
X A matrix quantity
xab The element at row a and column b of matrix X
XT The transpose of the matrix X
X⇤ The complex conjugate of matrix X
XH The Hermitian transpose of matrix X
X 1 The inverse of the matrix X
hxi The expectation of x
N Normal distribution
R The set of real numbers
X 2 Ra⇥b The matrix X has dimensions a⇥ b is from the set of real numbers
I The set of imaginary numbers
C The set of complex numbers
j The imaginary constant
kxk The Euclidean norm of the vector x
|x| The absolute value of x
xˇ [l, k] The STFT of x, with frame index l and frequency index k
f ⇤ g The convolution of f and g
xˆ Estimate of x
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x¯ The average/nominal value of x
x˜ The uncertainty in x
Symbols
The following symbols are used for all chapters, except Chapter 4:
↵! The complex kurtosis at frequency !
↵i Head directivity pattern Fourier coeﬃcient
c Speed of sound
d✏a Propagation coeﬃcient from source a to microphone ✏
da Propagation coeﬃcients from source a to all microphones
D Propagation coeﬃcients from all sources to all microphones
d¯✏a, D¯ Nominal propagation coeﬃcient
  ✏,a Azimuth rotation angle of the channel from the source a to the microphone ✏
F The combined power domain beamformer weights
g(x) Inverse propagation speed uncertainty
g Power domain weights
h¯✏a Nominal propagation channel amplitude gain
h˜✏a, H˜ Uncertainty in propagation channel amplitude
2 Channel speed variance
m¯✏, m˜✏ Position vector of microphone ✏
M Number of microphones in the array
N! Number of frequency bins
!k Frequency at bin k
p¯a, p˜a Position vector of source a
P Number of sources
 a Head rotation distribution of source a
 2 Channel speed spatial variance
 2m,  2p Position uncertainty variance for sources and microphones
& MSE optimal scaling parameter
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s, s, s˜ Source STFT value, source vector, desired source
t¯✏a Nominal propagation time from source a to microphone ✏
t˜✏a, T˜ Uncertainty in propagation time
u Power domain beamformer output
v Noise STFT coeﬃcients per microphone
v Diﬀuse noise
v⌘ Sensor noise
V Noise and interference covariance
w, W Linear beamformer weights
x Array data in the STFT domain
y Linear beamformer output
z Power domain beamformer output in the time domain
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Research aims and motivation
The acquisition and reproduction of speech is damaged by acoustic noise and rever-
beration which aﬀect both the perceptual quality and intelligibility of the signal. This
thesis addresses two aspects of this problem: dereverberation and optimal beamform-
ing that is robust to propagation delay variations and source movement.
In addition to the direct sound received from a target source, a microphone will
also receive sound that has reflected oﬀ walls and other surfaces within a room.
Reverberation is the name given to the perceptual eﬀect of these reflections and is
damaging to both the quality and intelligibility of a speech signal. Applications such
as automatic speech recognition are severely hindered by its presence. The further the
target source is from the microphone the greater the eﬀects of reverberation, because
the energy received from the source decreases with the microphone distance, whereas
the reverberant energy remains approximately constant.
Single microphones are typically omnidirectional or have weak directionality and
hence do not take advantage of spatial separation of the target and interfering sources.
By using an array of microphones, it is possible to combine their outputs to make
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a highly directional sensor. This is known as beamforming. Beamforming is a pop-
ular multichannel signal processing technique used in conjunction with microphone
arrays to spatially filter a sound field. Beamformers exploit the spatial diversity of
the acoustic sources in the environment in order to suppress interference and rever-
beration whilst amplifying the sound from a desired source location. This spatial
diversity manifests itself as consistent phase and amplitude diﬀerences at the mi-
crophones that are dependent on source position. Conventional beamformers require
that these diﬀerences are accurately known. The diﬀerences are either specified a pri-
ori or are found adaptively. However in reality, there are uncertainties in the phase
and magnitude responses of the source-microphone channels and these uncertainties
become larger with increasing microphone separation. In these circumstances the
performance of conventional beamformers degrades.
Robust approaches to beamforming reduce this degradation. The robust beam-
former designs rely on tuning parameters whose choice is not always well defined or
based on the intended application of acoustic channels. By modeling the uncertainty
in the acoustic channels we can derive more accurate expressions for the source-
microphone channels. As such we are able to derive beamformers that are well suited
to the application of acoustics in realistic environments.
Furthermore, beamformers are typically utilised in the time or the short time
Fourier transform (STFT) domain. As such, when the source-microphone channels are
exactly known, the beamformer performance is always limited by an upper bound. By
studying the behaviour of speech signals in the power domain and the power-squared
domain, we can build beamformers in higher domains to exploit this knowledge. When
designing beamformers in the power domain we are not limited by the same upper
bounds as the time and STFT domains, as we are able to use spectral subtraction to
further reduce the eﬀects of interference and noise.
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1.2 Thesis overview
Chapter 3 introduces a detailed analysis of speech signals and the corresponding STFT
coeﬃcients. We find accurate statistical models for the STFT coeﬃcients and show a
better fit than traditional methods. We also find functions for the complex kurtosis
from the second order STFT coeﬃcient statistics and the fourth order statistics, which
are needed for the beamformers introduced in later chapters.
Chapter 4 details a novel algorithm for dereverberation in the STFT domain.
The approach utilises near by frames to remove reverberation. It overcomes the
shortfalls of the time domain algorithms. With knowledge of the impulse response it
can successfully remove any amount of reverberation.
In Chapter 5 we derive models for realistic acoustic propagation channels, which
extend the traditional models to incorporate a series of uncertainties. Both time and
amplitude uncertainties are formulated. We validate the models with experimental
data. We also consider the impact of human head directivity patterns and random
directions on the propagation channels.
In Chapter 6 we present an overview of beamformers from the previous literature.
This covers both conventional beamforming and robust beamforming.
Chapter 7 details the derivation of a robust STFT domain beamformer. We
incorporate the channel propagation coeﬃcients from Chapter 5 to create a robust
beamformer. By considering random array geometries we show that the performance
of the robust beamformer does not degrade in the presence of channel uncertainties
like other traditional beamformers. We test the beamformer in the presence of time
based channel uncertainties before extending to include the head rotation model as
well.
We design a novel power domain beamformer framework in Chapter 8. By extend-
ing the traditional STFT domain beamformer framework to the power domain we can
observe better results. By combining multiple beamformers in the power domain, we
are able to utilise spectral subtraction to further improve the traditional beamformer
performance. We utilise the uncertain propagation coeﬃcients to ensure robustness
to time and amplitude uncertainties.
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Finally in Chapter 9 we summarise the thesis with concluding remarks and address
areas in which the work can be extended.
1.3 Thesis original contributions
The following contributions are believed to be original:
• Sections 3.3 and 3.2: Accurate modeling of speech STFT coeﬃcients and form-
ing the complex kurtosis of speech STFT coeﬃcients.
• Section 4.2: A STFT domain dereverberation method.
• Sections 5.3 and 5.5: Realistic acoustic propagation channel coeﬃcients which
incorporate a time and amplitude uncertainties model.
• Chapter 7: The propagation channel uncertainties robust STFT domain beam-
former.
• Section 8.2: The power domain beamformer framework.
• Section 8.7: The channel uncertainties robust power domain beamformer.
1.3.1 Publications
1. Richard Stanton and Mike Brookes, “Speech Dereverberation in the STFT Do-
main,” to be submitted, Nov. 2013.
2. Richard Stanton and Mike Brookes, “Path Uncertainty Robust Beamforming,”
EUSIPCO, Sept. 2014.
3. Richard Stanton, Nikolay D Gaubitch, Patrick Naylor and Mike Brookes, “A
Diﬀerentiable Approximation to Speech Intelligibility Index with Applications
to Listening Enhancement,” Proc. Audio Eng. Soc. (AES) Conf. on Audio
Forensics, 2014. - Awarded best paper prize.
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main,” to be submitted, IEEE Trans. Signal Process., 2016.
5. Richard Stanton and Mike Brookes, “Head Rotation Robust Beamforming,” to
be submitted, IEEE Trans. Signal Process., 2016.
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Chapter 2
Underpinning Signal Processing
Techniques
In this chapter we will briefly present the relevant signal processing techniques that
are used later in the thesis.
2.1 Speech processing in the STFT domain
The short time Fourier transform (STFT) is an invertible transform from the time
domain to the time-frequency domain. The STFT domain is especially useful for the
real-time processing speech signals for a number of reasons. Speech is periodic in
nature, which means frequency analysis is ideal for use in enhancement applications.
As the STFT is based on the Fourier transform, each frequency band can be processed
separately. Speech is non-stationary and the frames used in the transform ensure
stationarity is achieved. In the STFT domain speech signals are normally sparse
and time delays are converted into frequency-dependent phase shifts. Most of the
processing in this thesis will be performed in this domain.
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2.1.1 Short time Fourier transform
The STFT is summarised in Figure 2.1.
x [n]
Frame Window DFT IDFT Window Overlap-add
x [n]xˇ [l, k] x [n, l]
Figure 2.1: The forwards and inverse STFT process.
The time domain signal, x, is split into a sequence of frames using an analysis
window, w, of length QR. The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of each frame is
taken. It is defined as follows:
xˇ [l, k] ,
QR 1X
n=0
x [n+ lR]w [n] exp
✓
 j2⇡ kn
QR
◆
, (2.1)
where l is a discrete-time frame index, k is a discrete-frequency index, Q is the overlap
factor, R is the frame increment. From this point forward, signals denoted with both
time and frequency indices are STFT domain signals.
The STFT is used to analyse signals, which are non-stationary, in the frequency
domain. The choice of analysis window has a large impact of the STFT. It needs to
be short enough that the windowed signal can be assumed quasi-stationary. A longer
analysis window increases the number of frequency bins, but decreases in the number
of frames to process. There is a tradeoﬀ with time resolution against frequency resolu-
tion. The complexity remains the same. This choice can be informed by the statistics
of the signals we are processing. Real time applications may prefer shorter windows,
which reduces the latency of the processing system. The frames are overlapped to
improve the time resolution whilst maintaining the frequency resolution.
Speech is inherently non-stationary, therefore speech processing algorithms are
frequently applied in the STFT domain, where frame lengths of around 10 ms to
250 ms are often used. The STFT of a speech segment is shown in the spectrogram
in Fig. 2.2. It confirms that the speech energy is sparse in the STFT domain, [2].
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Figure 2.2: A spectrogram of a speech segment.
When considering the convolution of time domain signals, f and g, a common used
identity is the convolution theorem, which states convolution in time is equivalent to
multiplication of the Fourier transforms:
F{f ⇤ g} = F{f} · F{g},
where F denotes the Fourier transform. In the STFT domain the convolution theorem
is an approximation, and is only accurate when the length of f or g is short compared
to the STFT frame length.
To reconstruct the time domain signal we first use the inverse DFT (IDFT) to
reform time frames:
x [l, n] =
1
QR
QR 1X
k=0
xˇ [l, k] exp
✓
j2⇡
kn
QR
◆
. (2.2)
These are then overlap-added [3] to form the time signal:
x[n] =
lnX
l=ln Q+1
x[l, n  lR]w[n  lR], (2.3)
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where ln =
⌅
n
R
⇧
, in which bxc denotes the smaller integer not exceeding x. Perfect
reconstruction of the original time domain signal is obtained when the window used
for analysis and synthesis satisfies, [4]:
Q 1X
q=0
w2[qR + n] = 1 8n 2 [0, R  1] .
This is satisfied for the case Q = 2 for a square-root Hamming window while for the
case Q = 4 is satisfied with a Hamming window.
2.2 Speech evaluation metrics
The eﬀect of speech enhancement can be broadly measured in two categories: the
speech intelligibility and the speech quality. Herein speech quality is defined as the
acceptability of the speech signal. Intelligibility is defined as the proportion of words
that can be understood. This literature review will concentrate on speech quality.
Speech quality can be measured either subjectively or objectively. Subjective
methods require the use of human listeners. Such tests include the Mean Opinion
Score (MOS) [5], in which trained listeners score the signal quality from 1-5 and
the results are averaged over all listeners. Alternatively, preference scoring is used,
where listeners select the best signal between two or more signals. Subjective tests
are commonly designed using ITU-T recommendation P.835 [6]. Subjective methods
can be time intensive and non-repeatable, as such they are not commonly used to
evaluate early stage research algorithms, although they are still used [7] in practice.
Objective methods have been developed to tackle these issues. They can be di-
vided into intrusive and non-intrusive methods, where intrusive methods require the
clean speech signal and non-intrusive uses just the degraded signal. In the following
sections various objective speech quality metrics will be described.
In the following sections we denote the processed signal, sˆ, as an estimate for the
original clean speech before degradation.
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2.2.1 SNR
Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is a commonly used intrusive measure to evaluate the
quality of signals degraded by additive noise. It is defined as the ratio of source
power to noise power and is commonly expressed in decibels (dB). In the STFT
domain the powers are summed over all time frames:
SNR (k) = 10 log10
 P
l |sˇ [l, k]|2P
l |vˇ [l, k]|2
!
.
It has been extended to the segmental-SNR [8], which averages the SNR computed
across frames typically of 15 to 20 ms. This improves performance in the presence of
non-stationary noise. If the noise is taken from the diﬀerence of the processed signal
and the original speech, vˇ [l, k] = ˇˆs [l, k]   sˇ [l, k], the processed and original signals
must be both time and amplitude aligned. The SNR is computationally inexpensive
but does not always correlate well with MOS [9].
2.2.2 MSE
Mean squared error (MSE) can be defined in many domains as the squared diﬀerence
between the original and processed signals. In the time domain:
MSE =
1
N
NX
n=1
|sˆ [n]  s [n]|2 ,
where N is the time length of the signals. In the STFT domain we can define it in
each frequency bin as follows:
MSE (k) =
1
L
LX
l=1
  ˇˆs (l, k)  sˇ (l, k)  2 . (2.4)
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Similarly to the SNR, both the original and degraded speech need to be aligned in
time and amplitude. Due to its squared based utility function, the MSE is sensitive
to outliers. MSE is often used as a cost function in optimisation algorithms due to
its mathematical convenience.
2.2.3 BSD
Bark Spectral Distortion (BSD) [10] is based on the psychoacoustic idea that speech
quality relates to speech loudness. Across all voiced regions of the speech, it maps
loudness vectors from the original speech to the degraded signal. The average Eu-
clidean distance between the loudness vectors is taken as the BSD. By processing the
signal spectra it is more robust to time alignment errors in the two signals. It was
extended to the modified BSD (mBSD) which considers noise masking thresholds. It
has been shown to correlate well with subjective speech quality [11].
2.2.4 PESQ
Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality (PESQ) is defined in ITU-T P.862 [12]. It
is a perceptually motivated measure of speech quality and varies between -0.5 and
4.5. The scores can be mapped to the subjective MOS values [13]. PESQ has been
shown to be highly correlated with subjective quality scores than measures such as
SNR [14, 9].
PESQ has been extended to the Perceptual Objective Listening Quality Analysis
(POLQA) in ITU-T P.863 [15], which enables higher bandwidths.
2.2.5 STOI
A short-time objective intelligibility (STOI) metric [16, 17] was derived as a method
to estimate intelligibility in situations where noisy speech is processed using a time-
frequency varying gain function. Correlation based intelligibility methods which rely
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on long-term averages can be dominated by a few regions of high amplitude. Meth-
ods based on very short time frames (20-30 ms) reduce the usefulness of low temporal
modulations which are important for speech intelligibility. Therefore rather than
using long-term average statistics, STOI uses short time frames of 386 ms. The cor-
relation between temporal envelopes of the clean and degraded speech are computed
over all the frames, from which the STOI is calculated. It was evaluated on three
listening tests and showed high correlation with intelligibility. STOI can be applied
to non-linear changes in the speech signal, many of the previous methods are confined
to linear filtering.
2.2.6 Metric time alignment
A sample shift was applied to one of the input signals to measure the eﬀect of time
alignment issues on the various metrics mentioned above, with a sampling frequency
of 16 kHz. In this case the estimated clean signal is the clean signal shifted by a value
t:
sˆ [n] = s [n  t] .
The change in metrics against sample shift is shown in Fig. (2.3). BSD, PESQ and
STOI do not experience any change when the time alignment is not correct. However
the STFT based MSE, (2.4), is not robust to time alignment issues, there is a large
increase in MSE for all non-zero sample shifts. Therefore when using the MSE we
need to ensure the signals are coorectly time aligned.
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Figure 2.3: The value of several metrics against a sample shift in one of the input
signals.
2.2.7 Metric amplitude alignment
An amplitude scaling was applied to the reference signal to investigate the eﬀect of
amplitude mis-alignment on the various metrics:
sˆ [n] = ↵s [n] .
The change in metrics against the amplitude scaling factor is shown in Fig. (2.4).
Whilst BSD is robust to time alignment errors, it is not robust to amplitude mis-
alignments. Both PESQ and STOI are robust to both alignments. Similarly to the
time alignment, MSE is not robust to amplitude mis-alignment. Based on these
findings PESQ and STOI seem the most reliable metrics to evaluate the results of
the work of this thesis.
2.2.8 A-weighting
Metrics such as SNR and MSE can be computed across each frequency bin separately.
For an equivalent metric over wideband signals we can apply a weighted average over
all frequencies. The weight for each frequency is taken from the A-weighting curve as
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Figure 2.4: The value of several metrics against an amplitude change in one of the
input signals.
defined within [18] and is shown in Fig. 2.5. It is perceptually defined to be reflect the
relative sensitivity of the human ear which increases in mid-band frequencies around
2 kHz.
2.3 Databases
Speech enhancement algorithms are typically evaluated using metrics, including those
outlined above, applied to a large number speech segments. Running algorithms
over a large set of speech segments gives a better representation of the algorithm’s
performance over unseen speech and real world performance.
2.3.1 TIMIT
The TIMIT dataset [19] is a collection of speech files. It comprises 630 English talkers
over eight diﬀerent American dialects, of both sexes. Each talker reads 10 segments,
which are phonetically balanced. The dataset is divided into a training and a test
set.
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Figure 2.5: The power gain of the A-Weighting curve.
The dataset is typically used to evaluate speech enhancement systems. They are
also used in intelligibility tests; the segments are unpredictable which means language
models and context do not oﬀer assistance in recognition.
For the remainder of the thesis, except Chapter 4, the signals are processed in the
STFT domain, as such the xˇ notation is dropped.
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Chapter 3
Speech STFT Coeﬃcient Properties
Most of the algorithms discussed in later chapters of this thesis process speech signals
in the STFT domain as defined in Sec. 2.1.1. In this chapter we present empirical
models for three statistical properties of speech: average power spectrum, STFT
coeﬃcient distribution and STFT coeﬃcient kurtosis.
3.1 Average power spectrum
In Chapter 7 we design beamformers that require the expected source power,
⌦|s!|2↵,
at all frequencies, !. If we assume the sources are human talkers, we can utilise
models of human speech in order to design the beamformers.
The long-term average speech spectrum (LTASS) [20] is commonly used for the
expected speech power of human sources. It is measured across many English talkers
through third octave filter banks in which the output is smoothed over time. It is
similar across diﬀerent languages. The LTASS is shown in Fig. 3.1.
The TIMIT dataset [19] is a collection of speech files as discussed in Section 2.3.1.
Throughout the remainder of this work, the TIMIT core test set will be used. It
consists of 24 talkers and 240 sentences. LTASS will be used for the expected speech
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Figure 3.1: The average speech power against frequency as denoted by LTASS. The
speech power is relative to a sound pressure of 20 µPa at 1m from the lips.
power to design the beamformers, whereas the signals which are processed in each
algorithm will be taken from TIMIT. In order to ensure the LTASS statistics match
the TIMIT speech segments, the LTASS power spectrum was scaled to minimise the
MSE with the average TIMIT segment power spectrum.
To calculate the average power from the TIMIT segments, they were first nor-
malised in order to have an active speech level of 0 dB according to ITU-T P.56 [21].
Then they were transformed into the STFT domain using 64 ms frames and a square
root Hamming window. The power per frequency bin was averaged over all frames.
The respective powers are shown in Fig. 3.2. The peak LTASS power occurs at a
lower frequency compared with TIMIT, but they share a similar shape.
3.2 STFT coeﬃcient distribution
The STFT coeﬃcients of speech can be modeled as random variables which follow
a probability density function (PDF). The accuracy of the PDF is important for
various speech modeling approaches [22]. It is commonly assumed that the real and
imaginary parts of the STFT coeﬃcients follow independent Gaussian distributions
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Figure 3.2: The average speech power against frequency as denoted by LTASS and
the TIMIT speech database. The speech power is relative to a sound pressure of
20 µPa at 1m from the lips.
[23, 24, 25, 26, 27]. This approach is usually validated through the use of the central
limit theorem. When the STFT frame is very long, the coeﬃcients converge to a
Gaussian distribution. However in practice frame sizes are much too small for this
approximation to be valid. In this Section we investigate diﬀerent distributions for
the modeling of speech STFT coeﬃcients.
Over the 40,000 TIMIT STFT frames, we plot a histogram of the real part of the
coeﬃcients corresponding to 400 Hz, this is shown in Fig. 3.3. The y-axis is on a log
scale. To avoid noise mis-shaping the histogram, a frequency dependent voice activity
detector (VAD) was used to filter out frames where speech energy is not present [21].
The commonly used Gaussian distribution has been fitted to the data, through the use
of moment matching. The equivalent histogram when processing white Gaussian noise
is shown in Fig. 3.4. It is clear that from Fig. 3.4 that the STFT of Gaussian noise
is modeled well by a Gaussian distribution. However, the shape of the histogram
in Fig. 3.3 shows that the speech STFT coeﬃcients do not fit a Gaussian model.
Applying the Shapiro-Wilk normality test to the speech STFT coeﬃcients, shows
that the probability of a Gaussian distribution generating the histogram data has
p < 10 7. The histogram shown in Fig. 3.3 is much closer to a Laplace distribution,
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Figure 3.3: Histogram of the real part of the STFT coeﬃcients of speech at 400 Hz
across all TIMIT frames. Gaussian (  = 0.005) and generalized Gaussian (↵ =
4e 5,   = 0.25) distributions have been fitted to the histogram with Jensen-Shannon
divergences of 0.13 and 0.006 respectively.
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Figure 3.4: Histogram of the real part of the STFT coeﬃcients of Gaussian noise at
400 Hz across all noise frames, with a fitted Gaussian distribution overlaid. Jensen-
Shannon divergence of 2 · 10 4.
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which has been proposed by [22]. Both the Laplace and the Gaussian distribution
are a subset of the Generalized Gaussian distribution, whose PDF is given as:
p (x) =
 
2↵ (1/ )
exp
  (|x  µ|/↵)   ,
where   is a shaping parameter. The shaping parameter determines the kurtosis
of the distribution,   = 2 corresponds to a Gaussian and   = 1 corresponds to a
Laplace distribution. The log axis of the histograms shown previously accentuates
the exponential term of the PDF,  (|x   µ|/↵) . The shape parameter determines
the concavity of the histogram. For example, a linear line,   = 1, in the log-histogram
will correspond to a Laplace distribution.
We can optimally fit a Generalized Gaussian distribution to the STFT coeﬃcients
at each frequency, through an iterative Newton Raphson approach to maximum like-
lihood estimation [28, 29, 30]. For each frequency we fit a Generalized Gaussian to
the TIMIT STFT coeﬃcients. One example, for 400 Hz, is shown in Fig. 3.3, which
shows a close fit to the TIMIT histogram. The resulting shape parameter,  , for all
frequencies and diﬀerent analysis window lengths is shown in Fig. 3.5. The shape
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parameter varies with frequency. Lower frequencies are closer to a Laplace distribu-
tion, whereas anything higher than 100 Hz are more leptokurtic. The results show
that the Gaussian distribution, with   = 2, is a poor fit for speech STFT coeﬃcients.
The median Jensen-Shannon divergence across all frequencies for a Gaussian model
is 0.1, where as the median for the Generalized Gaussian model is 0.01. As the anal-
ysis window length shortens, the distribution becomes more leptokurtic. Fewer time
samples are contributing to the STFT coeﬃcient, this means that the eﬀect of the
central limit theorem is reduced and the distribution is further from Gaussian. If a
single distribution were applied across all frequency bins, the shape parameter would
be between 0.3 and 0.4.
3.3 STFT coeﬃcient complex kurtosis
In Chapter 8 we require the expected 4th order moments of the speech source signals,⌦|s!|4↵. Unlike the second order moments there is not a standardised spectrum for
4th order moments. We describe the relationship between the 2nd and 4th order
moments with the complex kurtosis, a dimensionless quantity defined by
↵! =
⌦|s!|4↵⌦|s!|2↵2 .
The frequency index, !, has been dropped from the remaining section for brevity.
The complex kurtosis is computed independently for each frequency bin. Whilst the
above function is similar in nature to kurtosis,
✓ h|x|4i
h|x|2i2
◆
, the speech STFT coeﬃcients
are complex
s = R (s) + jI (s) = x+ jy,
where x and y are commonly assumed to be identically, independently distributed
and have the same variance. This is confirmed in Fig. 3.6, where the covariance of
the real and imaginary parts, hR (s) I (s)i, is small compared to the variance of the
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Figure 3.6: The covariance of the real and imaginary parts of speech DFT coeﬃcients
compared to the variance of the real part. The vertical axis represents power spectral
density in arbitrary units.
real part,
⌦|R (s)|2↵. As such we need to derive the complex kurtosis in terms of
the moments of the underlying real and imaginary distributions. We can expand the
speech moments in terms of x and y:
⌦|s|4↵ = ⌦|x|4↵+ 2 ⌦|x|2↵ ⌦|y|2↵+ ⌦|y|4↵⌦|s|2↵ = ⌦|x|2↵+ ⌦|y|2↵ .
The complex kurtosis can be expanded as:
↵! =
⌦|s|4↵⌦|s|2↵2 =
⌦|x|4↵+ 2 ⌦|x|2↵ ⌦|y|2↵+ ⌦|y|4↵⌦|x|2↵2 + 2 ⌦|x|2↵ ⌦|y|2↵+ ⌦|y|2↵2 .
Thus to compute the complex kurtosis we require the 2nd and 4th moments of the
real and imaginary distributions.
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If we assume the underlying distributions are Gaussian, the complex kurtosis
returns a constant:
⌦|x|4↵ = 3 4⌦|x|2↵ =  2
↵! = 2,
where   is the standard deviation of the distribution.
If we assume an underlying Laplace distribution, ↵! increases:
⌦|x|4↵ = 24b4⌦|x|2↵ = 2b2
↵! =
7
2
,
where b is the scale of the Laplace distribution.
However, using a Generalized Gaussian distribution oﬀers more flexibility. The
complex kurtosis is found to be a function of the distribution shape parameter, the
moments are taken from [31, 32]:
⌦|x|4↵ =  4 
⇣
5
 
⌘
 
⇣
1
 
⌘
⌦|x|2↵ =  2 
⇣
3
 
⌘
 
⇣
1
 
⌘
↵! =
 
⇣
1
 
⌘
 
⇣
5
 
⌘
+  
⇣
3
 
⌘2
2 
⇣
3
 
⌘2 , (3.1)
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Figure 3.7: The complex kurtosis taken from (3.1), with a 10th order polynomial fit.
where   (·) is the gamma function. The above formulation confirms the kurtosis values
for the Laplace and Gaussian when substituting for   = 1 or   = 2 respectively. It
also shows that the fourth order moments can be defined as a function of the second
order moments.
3.3.1 TIMIT analysis
Using the shape parameters estimated from TIMIT in Sec. 3.2 we can find the corre-
sponding complex kurtosis from (3.1). To smooth the function a 10th order polyno-
mial was fitted to the complex kurtosis and is shown along with the complex kurtosis
in Fig. 3.7. The polynomial is used to generate the complex kurtosis at any frequency.
Alternatively the complex kurtosis can be found from the TIMIT average powers
and the average squared powers:
⌦|s!|4↵ = ↵! ⌦|s!|2↵2 . (3.2)
For each normalised TIMIT segment we use a simple VAD based on [21] to remove
silences from the beginning and end. We take the STFT and compute the power and
the squared power at each frequency. The expectation of the complex kurtosis, ↵!,
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Figure 3.8: The complex kurtosis based on the mean of TIMIT segments, with the
standard deviation and a 5th order polynomial fit.
is found for each segment by averaging over all the frames of that segment. Over all
segments the average complex kurtosis is found. The complex kurtosis is smoothed
using a 5th order polynomial, and is shown in Fig. 3.8. The result follows a similar
shape to the complex kurtosis derived from the Generalized Gaussian shape parameter
shown in Fig. 3.7, but reduced in value.
If we take the expected power,
⌦|s!|2↵, from LTASS, we can apply the complex
kurtosis to estimate the eﬀective speech power squared spectrum using the two dif-
ferent complex kurtosis functions. The resulting power squared spectra are compared
with the average speech power squared from the TIMIT dataset as shown in Fig. 3.9.
The Generalized Gaussian shape based complex kurtosis over estimates the power
squared compared with TIMIT, whereas the mean based complex kurtosis underesti-
mates. The generalized Gaussian fit from Fig. 3.3 estimates well up to 3 ; however,
at 4  it over estimates the larger coeﬃcients. This will cause the complex kurtosis to
over estimate. However, later in Chapter 8 we will show that this estimation error is
not critical to the performance of the beamformers with which it is used with.
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power squared of the TIMIT dataset.
3.4 Conclusions
In this chapter we have shown that the Generalised Gaussian distribution is better fit
for the STFT coeﬃcient of speech signals than that of the Gaussian distribution. At
each frequency the parameters of the Generalised Gaussian distribution was trained
on the TIMIT dataset. We use the moments of the distribution to form a complex
kurtosis from the expected speech power and the expected speech power squared and
compare this to an equivalent complex kurtosis formed from the expected TIMIT
powers.
The complex kurtosis can be used to construct speech algorithms that are based
on the fourth order statistics, such as the power domain beamformer designed in
Chapter 8.
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Chapter 4
Dereverberation in the STFT Domain
Reverberation is damaging to both the quality and the intelligibility of a speech
signal. In this chapter, we propose a novel single-channel method of dereverberation
based on a linear filter in the Short Time Fourier Transform domain. Each enhanced
frame is constructed from a linear sum of nearby frames based on the channel impulse
response. The results show that the method can resolve any reverberant signal with
knowledge of the impulse response to a non-reverberant signal.
In this chapter h [n] refers to the impulse response of a channel, in subsequent
chapters h refers to the channel amplitude uncertainties.
4.1 Introduction
Reverberation occurs from multi-path propagation of an acoustic signal, s[n], through
a channel with impulse response h[n] to a microphone. The further the target source
is from the microphone the greater the eﬀects of reverberation, because the direct
path energy received by the microphone falls with the square of the distance while
the reverberant energy remains approximately constant. A typical sampled anechoic
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and reverberant impulse response are shown in Fig. 4.1, the sampling frequency is
16 kHz.
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Figure 4.1: A typical anechoic impulse response (top) and a reverberant impulse
response (bottom), generated using [1].
Reverberation causes speech to sound distant and spectrally distorted and, espe-
cially when combined with acoustic noise, reduces intelligibility [33]. It is noted that
early reflections, which occur within 50 ms of the direct path, can benefit intelligibil-
ity, whilst later reflections damage intelligibility [34]. Automatic speech recognition
is severely hindered by reverberation [35, 36]. Therefore channel inversion methods
are of high importance in spatial filtering fields.
Dereverberation methods can be divided into those that require knowledge of
the impulse response and those that do not. Within the approaches that do not
require the true impulse response, spectral subtraction has been used to estimate the
power spectrum of the late reverberation and subtract this from the current spectrum
to leave the direct path, [37]; this approach was extended in [38] to introduce the
frequency dependence of the reverberation time. The approach in [39] uses multi-step
forward linear prediction to estimate the late reverberation tail before using spectral
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subtraction to remove it. The approach from [40] estimates the fundamental frequency
and the harmonic structure of the target speech in order to find a dereverberation
operator.
Other methods of dereverberation exist which utilise knowledge of the system
impulse response, h[n]. In recent years techniques have been developed to blindly
estimate the impulse response, as described in [41, 42]. Least squares has previously
been used to create an inverse filter from knowledge of the impulse response, [43]. The
method is implemented in the time domain, as such it cannot always produce a min-
imum phase filter, which means perfect dereverberation is not always possible. This
approach was extended into the multichannel domain with the Multiple-input/output
INverse Theorem (MINT), [44]. It uses multiple transmission channels to form an
inverse for the desired source. As long as there are no common zeros present in all
the channels, it is capable of finding exact inverse filters. MINT has been extended
to improve robustness through regularisation [45]. Perceptually motivated extensions
focused on reducing only the late reverberation tails which hinder intelligibility [46].
Similarly channel shortening has been used to reduce the eﬀects of late reverberation
[47, 48, 49].
Furthermore beamformers have been applied to dereverberation to attenuate re-
flections [50, 51]. The extensions of the time domain inverse filter [43] are typically
multichannel approaches. In this contribution we will concentrate on single channel
methods that use knowledge of the impulse response.
Speech signals are commonly processed in the STFT domain due to its non-
stationarity nature and its sparsity in the STFT domain. We wish to create a single
channel dereverberation algorithm, which utilises knowledge of the impulse response,
h[n], transformed into the STFT domain, in order to take advantage of the bene-
fits of the STFT domain. However simply creating an inverse filter in the STFT
domain is not straightforward, as the STFT process is time-variant. We present
a single-channel method of dereverberation based on a linear filter which combines
nearby frames which uses a novel method to account for the time varying nature of
the STFT domain. The frames are linearly combined using coeﬃcients computed
through a least squares based method on the impulse response.
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4.2 STFT-domain dereverberation
In discrete time, the observed reverberant signal, y[n], at the microphone is the
convolution of the source signal, s[n], and the channel impulse response, h[n]:
y [n] =
M 1X
m=0
h[m]s[n m], (4.1)
whereM is the length of the impulse response, h. Exploiting knowledge of the channel
impulse response, we propose a new method to reduce the eﬀects of reverberation on
y[n], to form an estimate, sˆ[n], of the original signal.
The reverberant signal, y[n], is transformed into the STFT domain, yˇ[l, k], using
(2.1), as shown in Sec. 2.1.1:
yˇ[l, k] = STFT (y[n]) .
The enhanced signal is formed through a linear sum of nearby frames of the rever-
berant signal:
ˇˆs[l, k] =
BX
r= A
gk[r]yˇ[l   r, k], (4.2)
where A is the number of future frames and B is the number of past frames to be used
in the enhancement and gk[r] are the linear weights for the k-th frequency bin. The
resulting frames are then transferred back into time frames using the inverse STFT
from (2.2) and (2.3):
sˆ[n] = ISTFT
 
ˇˆs[l, k]
 
.
Perfect reconstruction of the reverberant signal, sˆ[n] = y[n], is obtained with the
coeﬃcients gk[r] =  [r], where   is the Kronecker delta function. In order to process
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the reverberant signals in the STFT domain we assume that the length of the impulse
response is short compared to the STFT frame length.
4.3 Optimal coeﬃcients
Assuming that h[n] is known, our goal is to determine the filter coeﬃcients gk =h
gk[ A] . . . gk[B]
iT
so that we have perfect reconstruction of the original clean
speech: sˆ[n] ⇡ s[n].
Consider the response of (4.2) when the input signal is an impulse at sample  :
s( )[n] =  [n   ],   2 [0, R  1],
where R is the frame increment. Only a frame increment is used as when using
overlapping frames the relationship is repeated.
When processing in the STFT domain, the earliest output frame that is aﬀected
by the impulse occurs at lmin = 1   Q   A, whereas the latest frame aﬀected is
lmax = 1 +B +
⌅
M+  2
R
⇧
. Applying the process from (4.2) we can find a relationship
between the channel STFT of the impulse response, H( )[l, k], and the desired impulse
response H˜( )[l, k]. In this case the desired impulse response is the STFT of the direct
path impulse response, when there are no reflections present.
We determine gk to minimise the diﬀerence between the two. So for each frequency
bin, k, we have an overdetermined set of equations:
Hˆ( )[l, k;gk] =
BX
r=A
gk[r]H
( )[l   r, k] (4.3)
⇡H˜( )[l, k],
for each   2 [0 : R 1] and l 2 [lmin : lmax]. This gives us (2 + A+B +Q)R+M  1
equations, with A+B+1 unknowns. This process is shown in Fig. 4.2. We combine
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time
frequency
Figure 4.2: The above plots show the STFT of both H[l, k] and H˜[l, k]. For each
frequency bin the filter linearly combines future and past frames of H[l, k] to best
match H˜[l, k].
B past frames with A future frames to best approximate the current frame from the
desired impulse response.
The optimal gk is found by minimising the mean squared error of the desired
impulse response, H˜ [l, k], and the estimated impulse response, Hˆ( )[l, k;gk].
gk = argmin
gk
R 1X
 =0
lmaxX
l=lmin
⇣
Hˆ( )[l, k;gk]  H˜( )[l, k]
⌘2
. (4.4)
We solve the above equation using linear least squares, [52]. Alternatively, the above
summations can be summarised as:
gk = argmin
gk
⇣
gTkHk   H˜k
⌘2
,
where the least squares solution is:
gk =
 
HHk Hk
  1
HHk H˜k.
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The overall impulse response of the computed channel is time-variant, as the
position of each sample,  , produces a diﬀerent optimal impulse response. We can
determine an average channel response as the inverse STFT of:
Hˆ [l, k] =
1
R
R 1X
 =0
Hˆ( )[l, k;gk] exp
✓
j2⇡k
 
QR
◆
, (4.5)
where a phase shift is applied to correspond with the sample position within the
frame.
4.3.1 Time domain error bound
The weights are formulated in the STFT domain, in the following section we will detail
a corresponding bound on the error in the time domain. The above minimisation
problem minimises the reverberation present in the enhanced signal.
The target response of the dereveration process to an impulse at time   is h˜( )[n] =
 [n    ] and the actual response is hˆ( )[n]. The error in the time domain impulse
response is h( )e [n] = h˜( )[n]   hˆ( )[n]. In the STFT domain, H( )e [l, k] is the DFT
of h( )e [l, qR + r]. Using Parseval’s theorem the energy of the STFT domain error is
equivalent to the framed time domain error:
Q 1X
q=0
R 1X
r=0
 
h( )e [l, qR + r]
 2
=
1
QR
QR 1X
k=0
  H( )e [l, k]  2 . (4.6)
The total energy over all frames of the time domain impulse response error is
calculated as follows:
X
l
R 1X
r=0
 
h( )e [lR + r]
 2
=
X
l
R 1X
r=0
 
Q 1X
q=0
w[qR + r]h( )e [l   q, qR + r]
!2
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using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality:
P
l
PR 1
r=0
⇣PQ 1
q=0 w[qR + r]h
( )
e [l   q, qR + r]
⌘2
PlPR 1r=0 ✓PQ 1q=0 w2[qR + r]PQ 1q=0 ⇣h( )e [l   q, qR + r]⌘2◆ ,
from the previous definition of the window,
PQ 1
q=0 w
2[qR+ r] = 1, we can remove the
window contribution:
X
l
R 1X
r=0
 
Q 1X
q=0
w2[qR + r]
Q 1X
q=0
 
h( )e [l   q, qR + r]
 2!
=
X
l
R 1X
r=0
Q 1X
q=0
 
h( )e [l   q, qR + r]
 2
=
1
QR
X
l
QR 1X
k=0
  H( )e [l, k]  2 .
Therefore a bound on the time domain error exists which is limited by the STFT
domain error:
X
l
R 1X
r=0
 
h( )e [lR + r]
 2  1
QR
X
l
QR 1X
k=0
  H( )e [l, k]  2 .
The above is shown for a single  . The bound is extended to all   2 [0, R   1] in
a similar fashion and averaging both sides over  , where the R   1 limit is used to
avoid summing every sample Q times.
4.4 Evaluation
To evaluate the reduction in reverberation, we use two metrics: the Direct-to-
Reverberant Ratio (DRR) [53] and the Signal-to-Reverberation Ratio (SRR) [8]. To
evaluate the perceptual quality of the enhanced signals Perceptual Evaluation Of
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Speech Quality (PESQ), [54], is used. The DRR [dB] is defined as follows:
DRR =
10
R
R 1X
 =0
log10
⇢
Ed (h )
(
P
n h
2
 [n])  Ed (h )
 
, (4.7)
where Ed is the direct path energy and h  is the inverse STFT of the impulse response
constructed at a shift of  . The direct path in the impulse response may occur in
between samples, therefore the path energy will be spread across the nearby samples
with a sinc function. Thus the direct path energy is computed using a convolution
with a sinc function with a varying oﬀset until a maximum is found:
Ed (h ) = max
 
⌘X
n= ⌘
✓
sin (⇡ (n+  ))
⇡ (n+  )
h [n+ nd]
◆2
,
where nd is the nearest index of the direct path in the impulse response, ⌘ = 8 is the
number of sidelobes of the sinc function to use in the summation and   2 [ 1 : 1] is
the oﬀset that finds the maximum power.
The SRR [dB] is defined on a frame by frame basis and then averaged across the
whole signal:
SRRseg =
10
M
M 1X
k=0
log10
( PkR+QR 1
n=kR sd[n]
2PkR+QR 1
n=kR (sd[n]  sˆ[n])2
)
, (4.8)
where M is the total number of frames, sd[n] represents the original direct path
signal and sˆ[n] is the enhanced signal. It gives a measure of the reverberation energy
in relation to the useful direct path energy. It is a similar measure to the DRR but
is calculated from the clean and reverberant speech signals rather than directly from
the impulse response.
The optimal coeﬃcients from Section 4.3 were calculated for a Room Impulse
Response (RIR) and the corresponding channel response from (4.5) was found. A
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total of 600 RIRs were used to test the system. These correspond to a single source
and microphone in 40 diﬀerent rooms and 15 diﬀerent position combinations in each.
The impulse responses were generated using the Room Impulse Response Generator
from [1], which is based on the image method [55]. In all cases we considered four times
overlapping frame, Q = 4, a frame increment of 4 ms at 16kHz sampling frequency,
R = 64, and 9 frames either side of the currently processed frame: A = 9, B = 9.
As both the SRR and PESQ are calculated from clean and reverberant speech
signals rather than from the impulse response, speech samples were taken from the
TIMIT core test set [56]. Each speech sample was convolved with the impulse re-
sponse, h[n], before undergoing enhancement as described in (4.2). The clean and
processed signals, s[n] and sˆ[n], were then used with the SRR and PESQ metrics to
gauge any improvement.
The performance of the proposed algorithm has been compared to the time domain
inverse filter as proposed by Widrow, [43]. The method designs a time-domain inverse
filter, g[n], through least squares to best invert the system response, h[n], [44]:
266666664
...
0
1
0
...
377777775 =
266666666664
h [0] 0
... h [0]
h [Nh   1] ... . . .
h [Nh   1] h [0]
. . . ...
0 h [Nh   1]
377777777775
⇥
h
g [0] g [1] . . . g [M   1]
iT
,
where Nh = 1024 in our case and the position of the 1 on the left hand side reflects
the position of the direct path in the impulse response. In the presence of no impulse
response errors it represents an ideal solution to channel equalisation in the time
domain. We aim to match the performance whilst operating in the STFT domain.
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Figure 4.3: The DRR after the algorithm for 600 RIRs. A histogram of the diﬀerences
in DRR between the proposed method and the inverse filter is shown in the bottom
plot.
4.4.1 Results
The DRR was computed for both h[n] and hˆ[n] across all 600 RIRs. The results
comparing the DRR before and after the algorithm are shown in Fig. 4.3 in which
the tested rooms have been ordered by the reverberant DRR. The DRR improved for
all the impulse responses tested except those where the original DRR exceeds 0 dB.
It produced a mean average improvement of 1.0 dB over the inverse filter method.
The resulting performance is largely independent of the amount of reverberation in
the initial signal and lies close to 6 dB, giving an improvement of up to 34 dB. Thus
the algorithm, given perfect knowledge of the impulse response, is able to reduce
reverberation to the same level regardless of how reverberant the original channel is.
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Figure 4.4: The SRR for each RIR after enhancement (top). A histogram of the
diﬀerences in SRR between the proposed method and the inverse filter (bottom).
The averaged SRR for each RIR and all 240 utterances is shown in Fig. 4.4. It
follows a similar pattern to the DRR. The speech signals after enhancement show
a much improved SRR compared to the reverberant signals, and a mean average
improvement of 1.4 dB over the inverse filter method. The enhanced signals lie around
0 dB. When the original SRR surpassed 0 dB, the algorithm was unable to make any
further improvements, and caused slight degradation to these non-reverberant signals.
The averaged PESQ results are shown in Fig. 4.5. The enhancement provides
moderate gains in perceptual quality which indicates that the algorithm does not
introduce significant distortion or artifacts, there is a small gain of 0.08PESQ over
the inverse filter method. It should be noted that PESQ is designed to assess the
perceptual impact of non-linear eﬀects such as reverberation.
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Figure 4.5: PESQ is shown for 600 diﬀerent RIRs before and after enhancement (top).
A histogram of the diﬀerences in DRR between the proposed method and the inverse
filter (bottom).
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4.5 Pre-echo reduction
The dereverberation algorithm was applied to an impulse response from a typical
room, the resulting channel response is shown in Fig. 4.6. It is clear from the figure
that the amount of reverberation is greatly reduced. However the enhanced impulse
response, hˆ[n], has introduced a small amount of pre-echo. Pre-echo is reverberation
that occurs before the direct path, in some cases it can cause more irritation to
a listener than the post-echo, [57]. Using weighted least squares we can change
the optimisation problem to place more emphasis on the impulse response before
the direct path, which should ensure the pre-echo eﬀect is limited. The weighted
coeﬃcients are given as:
gˆk =
 
HHk WHk
  1
HHk WH˜k, (4.9)
where W 2 RR(2N 1)⇥R(2N 1) is a diagonal matrix of the weightings. Each diagonal
element ofW relates to the corresponding frame of Dk. For example, we initialiseW
so that the first N values are 1, followed by N   1 coeﬃcients exponentially decaying
to 0. This method will emphasise the removal of energy in all impulse response taps
up to the direct path, taps after the direct path will gain the energy that was removed
from earlier taps. The weightings matrix,W, could also be designed to factor in that
early reflections are beneficial to intelligibility by incorporating low weights after the
direct path.
The weighted least squares was applied to the impulse response from Fig. 4.6,
and the resulting suppression is shown in Fig. 4.7. There is more energy in the post-
echo than before however the pre-echo has decreased. The procedure has the eﬀect
of shifting the errors to the unweighted frames, in this case the post-echo; whilst
the pre-echo power has decreased. This still gives a clear reduction in reverberation
with respect to the original impulse response, without the introduction of significant
pre-echo.
As the eﬀect of pre-echo and post-echo have diﬀerent perceived eﬀects on a human
listener, [57], energy based metrics such as DRR and SRR are not useful in evaluating
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Figure 4.6: Top: Example of the eﬀective channel response from an impulse response
of a room measuring 4m⇥ 6m⇥ 8m. Bottom: The resulting impulse is close to the
desired impulse,  [n], with a small amount of distortion both before and after the
peak.
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Figure 4.7: Top: Example of the standard least squares result. Bottom: Example
of the pre-echo reduction technique using weighted least squares, pre-echo has been
reduced at the cost of post-echo. The y-axis is zoomed for more detail.
the reduction in pre-echo. The output signals were briefly evaluated by informal lis-
tening tests, which confirmed the reduction in perceived reverberation. Furthermore,
the weights could be chosen to optimise a perceptual metric such as PESQ.
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4.6 Conclusions
In this chapter we have described a novel approach to dereverberation using a linear
filter in the STFT domain. Using knowledge of the channel impulse response we
can find an optimal combination of frames to reduce the eﬀects of reverberation. It
can overcome the time-variance of the STFT by considering all the possible impulse
positions within a single frame. The algorithm gives clear performance gains in dere-
verberation on average. Both the DRR and the SRR show that, regardless of the
amount of initial reverberation present, the enhanced signal has a similar low level of
reverberation present, whilst not introducing distortion.
We have shown that the proposed STFT domain algorithm performs as well as,
or slightly better than, the time domain inverse filter; allowing us to apply derever-
beration in the STFT domain with the benefits discussed in Sec. 2.1.1.
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Chapter 5
Acoustic Propagation Modeling
In this thesis, the signals from multiple microphones are combined in order to im-
prove the SNR of the desired acoustic source. In this chapter we discuss the factors
that aﬀect the acoustic signals received by the microphones and develop models that
account for their variability.
5.1 Sound propagation
In this section we will describe the current models of the way in which sound propa-
gates through a medium.
In the following sections we consider a 3D space, where the cartesian position of
point i in space is denoted by the vector p¯i 2 R3⇥1 with units metres. The time taken
for sound to travel through a medium in a straight line, between a source at p¯a and
a microphone at m¯✏, the propagation path time, is given by:
t¯✏a ,
km¯✏   p¯ak
c
, (5.1)
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where k·k is the Euclidean distance and c is the propagation speed of the medium. The
propagation speed in air is proportional to the square root of absolute temperature
and is approximately 343 m/s at room temperature.
Assuming lossless propagation, the acoustic energy of a sound source is inversely
proportional to the square of the distance from source to microphone. For a source
at p¯a and a microphone at m¯✏, the sound pressure, and hence the amplitude of the
microphone signal, is proportional to:
h¯✏a ,
1
km¯✏   p¯ak . (5.2)
In the STFT domain, the propagation time results in a phase shift that is diﬀerent
in each frequency bin. We therefore define the complex propagation coeﬃcient in the
STFT domain as the combination of the channel amplitude and phase contributions:
d¯✏a (k) , h¯✏a exp ( j!k t¯✏a) , (5.3)
=
1
km¯✏   p¯ak exp
✓
 j!k km¯✏   p¯ak
c
◆
, (5.4)
where !k in frequency bin k corresponds to the frequency of the bin.
For a single source received by M microphones, we can form an M ⇥ 1 column
vector, known as the “steering vector”, by concatenating the propagation coeﬃcients:
d¯ (k) =
2664
d¯1,1 (k)
...
d¯M,1 (k)
3775 . (5.5)
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Where there are P sources we concatenate the steering vectors into a single M ⇥ P
matrix:
D¯ (k) =
2664
d¯1,1 (k) . . . d¯1,P (k)
...
d¯M,1 (k) d¯M,P (k)
3775 .
As each frequency bin is processed independently, we omit the frequency index for
clarity.
5.2 Proposed uncertainties model
In the field of microphone array processing the propagation channels between each
source and each microphone, D¯, are normally assumed to be a deterministic function
of the source and microphone geometry. However, in real acoustic environments,
there are several mechanisms that can give rise to unpredictable correlated variations
in the phases and amplitudes of the d¯✏a.
For example, position calibration errors can occur, where either the sources or
microphones are not precisely located [58, 59]. Algorithms can be designed with the
assumption that incident sources are modeled as plane waves, but are then presented
with near field sources degrading the performance [60, 61]. Source spreading and
surface reflections from multipath scenarios such as reverberant rooms can distort
the estimation of steering vectors [62, 63, 64, 65]. Temperature and other factors can
aﬀect the speed of propagation through a medium, which causes an uncertainty in the
phase at the microphones, [66, 67]. Delay variations occur from diﬀraction around
objects in the propagation path.
The uncertainties introduced by the above phenomena all have a similar eﬀect of
changing the propagation channel from each source to each microphone. Thus the
steering vectors used to design the spatial algorithms, such as beamformers, do not
match the real environment. These diﬀerences will degrade the performance of a non-
robust beamformer [68]; this is the case even with small perturbations [69, 70], and
particularly in setups where the performance can rapidly fall when the steering vector
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is incorrectly assumed. By modeling these deviations, we can construct beamformers
that are robust to these random phase changes.
For example, in the case of position calibration errors, the errors cause a change
in propagation distance and phase diﬀerences, in a similar way to steering vector
mismatches. By identifying which element positions are less well defined than others
we are able to utilise the most reliable microphones to avoid large phase uncertainties.
Channel uncertainty errors, from changes in propagation speed cause correlated
errors terms across diﬀerent microphones. Modeling channel uncertainties is especially
important when using distributed beamformers with widely separated microphones.
It is a common assumption that the channel propagation speed between a source
and two diﬀerent microphones is identical. However when the arrays are far apart
this no longer applies [71]. Because the channels may be widely separated in space,
the variations can become large enough to cause phase diﬀerences that degrade the
performance of the beamformer.
These considerations apply to any situation where there is uncertainty in wave
propagation speed. For example, in the field of medical imaging, ultrasound scans
can be adversely aﬀected by speed-of-sound errors [72] and in sonar systems the
propagation speed may vary greatly [73, 74].
Uncertainties in microphone positions or channel propagation speeds result in
phase uncertainties whose magnitude is proportional to frequency. Thus the higher
the frequency, the larger the deviations and the less reliable is the corresponding
microphone. In this chapter we model these correlated and uncorrelated variations.
Using these uncertainties we can design a more robust beamformer that utilises the
most reliable microphones at each frequency.
In the following section we detail our framework for modeling the uncertainties
in the propagation coeﬃcients and validate the models with experimental data. The
eﬀects of uncertainties in the propagation channel can be divided into two broad sec-
tions which are discussed separately: time uncertainties and amplitude uncertainties.
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5.3 Time uncertainties
The following section will explain the notion of uncertainties that are caused by
changes to the propagation path time. When either the propagation distance or the
propagation speed vary, the propagation path time changes.
We can write the total propagation time from source a to microphone ✏ as t¯✏a+ t˜✏a
where t¯✏a is the mean propagation delay and t˜✏a is a zero-mean random variable which
we assume to follow a Gaussian distribution. We model the contributions as a random
time diﬀerence which translates into a phase shift:
d✏a (k) = d¯✏a (k) exp
 
j!k t˜✏a
 
, (5.6)
where d represents the conventional deterministic propagation model shown in (5.4),
t˜✏a represents the variations in the propagation path time between a source at p¯a and
a microphone at m¯✏. In matrix form this can be expressed as:
D = D  exp
⇣
j!kT˜
⌘
, (5.7)
where   denotes element-by-element multiplication.
As will be seen later in Chapter 8, when designing a robust beamformer we require
the covariance matrix of the propagation coeﬃcients,
⌦
DDH
↵
, where h·i denotes
expectation over all T˜ and (·)H is the Hermitian transpose. Below we expand ⌦DDH↵,
for the case of a single source, D 2 CM⇥1, to show how it depends on the time
uncertainties covariance matrix,
D
T˜T˜H
E
:
⌦
DDH
↵
=
⌧⇣
D  exp(j!kT˜)
⌘⇣
D  exp(j!kT˜)
⌘H 
, (5.8)
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where a typical element of the M ⇥M matrix is given by
⌦
DDH
↵
✏,'
=
PX
a=1
d¯✏ad¯
⇤
'a
⌦
exp
 
j!k
 
t˜✏a   t˜'a
  ↵
, (5.9)
in which d¯✏a and t˜✏a are elements of D and T˜ respectively. The expectation of the
exponential term can be formulated as a log-normal distribution, X = exp
⇣
µ+  Z˙
⌘
,
where Z˙ is a normal Gaussian distribution, the expectation of which is given as [75]:
hXi = eµ+ 2/2.
In which case
⌦
DDH
↵
✏,'
is evaluated as:
⌦
DDH
↵
✏,'
=
PX
a=1
d¯✏ad¯
⇤
'a exp
✓
 !
2
k
2
D 
t˜✏a   t˜'a
 2E◆
=
PX
a=1
d¯✏ad¯
⇤
'a exp
✓
 !
2
k
2
 ⌦
t˜2✏a
↵
+
⌦
t˜2'a
↵  2 ⌦t˜✏at˜'a↵ ◆ . (5.10)
From the above we see that in order to compute
⌦
DDH
↵
, we need to determine the
covariance between the elements of T˜,
⌦
t˜✏at˜'a
↵
, that represent the propagation time
uncertainties from source a to microphones ✏ and ' respectively.
Each contribution to the time uncertainties model will be formulated into the form⌦
t˜✏at˜'a
↵
. We assume each uncertainty eﬀect to be independent so that the covariance⌦
t˜✏at˜'a
↵
may be expressed as a sum:
⌦
t˜✏at˜'a
↵
=
⌦
t˜✏at˜'a
↵
S
+
⌦
t˜✏at˜'a
↵
C
, (5.11)
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where
⌦
t˜✏at˜'a
↵
S
and
⌦
t˜✏at˜'a
↵
C
represent the uncertainty from position calibration
errors and channel uncertainties respectively. Therefore each eﬀect can considered
separately.
The following sections detail the two contributions we have formulated, where
array elements are not precisely located and where the channel speed is uncertain.
5.3.1 Position calibration errors
Each microphone or source in the array geometries may not be precisely located in
the expected position. The change to the expected channel propagation path results
in a change in propagation time and in turn causes a phase shift in the received signal.
For example, we consider a single human talker and a microphone setup. In normal
speech it is not unreasonable for the position of the human’s mouth to oscillate around
its mean by up to 10cm [76]. The resulting phase diﬀerence at 1 kHz is approximately
105°, which is enough to cause large performance degradations in array processing
algorithms.
If we have a source at the position p¯a + p˜a and a microphone at the position
m¯✏ + m˜✏ where p˜a and m˜✏ are zero-mean normally-distributed deviations from the
nominal positions, then the change in path length due to p˜a and m˜✏ is the component
of (m˜✏   p˜a) in the direction of (m¯✏   p¯a):
 (✏, a) =
(m¯✏   p¯a)T (m˜✏   p˜a)
km¯✏   p¯ak . (5.12)
The path length correlation along two diﬀerent paths, from two diﬀerent sources, is
therefore:
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h (✏, a) (', b)i =
*
(m¯✏   p¯a)T (m˜✏   p˜a)
km¯✏   p¯ak
(m¯'   p¯b)T (m˜'   p˜b)
km¯'   p¯bk
+
(5.13)
=
(m¯✏   p¯a)T
D
(m˜✏   p˜a) (m˜'   p˜b)T
E
(m¯'   p¯b)
km¯✏   p¯ak km¯'   p¯bk .
The numerator can be expanded using:
D
(m˜✏   p˜a) (m˜'   p˜b)T
E
=
⌦
m˜✏m˜
T
'   m˜✏p˜Tb   p˜am˜T' + p˜ap˜Tb
↵
. (5.14)
The position variations between sources and microphones are assumed to be indepen-
dent,
⌦
m¯✏p¯Tb
↵
= 0. Thus we can simplify the above:
D
(m˜✏   p˜a) (m˜'   p˜b)T
E
=
⌦
m˜✏m˜
T
'
↵
+
⌦
p˜ap˜
T
b
↵
. (5.15)
5.13 becomes:
h (✏, a) (', b)i = (m¯✏   p¯a)
T  ⌦m˜✏m˜T'↵+ ⌦m˜✏m˜T'↵  (m¯'   p¯b)
km¯✏   p¯ak km¯'   p¯bk . (5.16)
If the position deviations are isotropic, we can write
⌦
m˜✏m˜T'
↵
=  2mI for ✏ = ' and⌦
m˜✏m˜T'
↵
=  2pI for a = b, which results in h (✏, a) (✏, a)i =  2m +  2p.
We note that the change in path length causes a change in the propagation path
time which is given by:
⌦
t˜✏,at˜',b
↵
S
=
1
c2
h (✏, a) (', b)i . (5.17)
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5.3.2 Channel speed uncertainty
When we consider the propagation path from a source to a microphone, in the tra-
ditional case, we assume that the propagation speed is constant, giving a predictable
propagation delay. The path delay from a source at p¯a and a microphone at m¯✏
t¯✏a =
km¯✏   p¯ak
c0
, (5.18)
where c0 is the average propagation speed. For larger propagation distances the
propagation speed can vary due to a number of variables such as temperature and
air flows, [73, 74]. For example, a hot pocket of air will change the propagation
speed in a localised space. Multiple acoustic channels which pass through this pocket
will be similarly aﬀected in terms of propagation time, whereas a channel not passing
through will not have a similarly correlated time deviation. Generally, channels which
are close together will be more correlated in terms of deviations from their expected
propagation time, and widely separated channels will not be well correlated.
If there is a heat source present in a room, which varies the temperature by 10°,
between 15° C and 25° C, the eﬀective speed of propagation varies between 340 and
346 m/s. Over a 10 m channel the variance in speed of propagation corresponds to a
500µs propagation time diﬀerence, corresponding to a 180° phase diﬀerence at 1 kHz,
which could cause severe performance degradations.
In order to model this process, we can describe the propagation speed as a random
quantity and as a function of position. The inverse propagation speed at any point
can be modeled as follows:
1
c(x)
=
1
c0
+ g(x), (5.19)
where the quantity 1c0 is the mean inverse speed and the deviation from this value,
g(x), is zero mean.
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The total path delay, t✏a, from source p¯a to microphone m¯✏ is given by the line
integral along the propagation path:
t✏a = t¯✏a + t˜✏a
=
km¯✏   p¯ak
c0
+ km¯✏   p¯ak
Z 1
s=0
g (p¯a + (m¯✏   p¯a) s) ds. (5.20)
We want to model the distribution of inverse speed in a simple way that captures
its spatial correlation. We therefore assume that
g(x) = ↵u(x) ⇤ F(x), (5.21)
where ↵ is an overall amplitude factor, u is uniform uncorrelated unit-variance Gaus-
sian white noise, ⇤ denotes 3-dimensional convolution and F is a 3-dimensional spatial
low-pass filter. We now assume that F is an isotropic Gaussian distribution:
F(x) = N  x; 0,  2I  =  2⇡ 2   32 exp✓ xTx
2 2
◆
, (5.22)
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where  2 is the variance of the distribution. The covariance is given as:
hg(x)g(y)i = ↵2 h(u(x) ⇤ F(x)) (u(y) ⇤ F(y))i
=
⌧ZZZ
↵u(x0)N (x  x0; 0,  2I)dx0
ZZZ
↵u(y0)N (y   y0; 0,  2I)dy0
 
= ↵2
ZZZ ZZZ
hu(x0)u(y0)iN (x  x0; 0,  2I)N (y   y0; 0,  2I)dx0dy0
= ↵2
ZZZ
N (x  x0; 0,  2I)N (y   x0; 0,  2I)dx0
= ↵2N (x  y; 0, 2 2I)
ZZZ
N (x0; 1
2
(y + x) ,
1
2
 2I)dx0
=
↵2p
2⇡ 2
exp
 
 (x  y)
T (x  y)
2 2
!
= 2 exp
 
 (x  y)
T (x  y)
2 2
!
, (5.23)
which is characterised by the two parameters 2 = hg(x)g(x)i = ↵2p
2⇡ 2
and  2 which
define its variance and spatial extent respectively.
The covariance between the two paths is given by:
⌦
t˜✏,at˜',b
↵
C
= h(t✏a   t¯✏a) (t'b   t¯'b)i . (5.24)
This can be simplified into the following form:
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⌦
t˜✏,at˜',b
↵
C
=
⌧
km¯✏   p¯ak
Z 1
t=0
g (p¯a + (m¯✏   p¯a) t) dt (5.25)
km¯'   p¯bk
Z 1
s=0
g (p¯b + (m¯'   p¯b) s) ds
 
= km¯✏   p¯ak km¯'   p¯bkZZ 1
0
hg (p¯a + (m¯✏   p¯a) t) g (p¯b + (m¯'   p¯b) s)i dtds
= km¯✏   p¯ak km¯'   p¯bk2ZZ 1
0
exp
 
  |p¯a + (m¯✏   p¯a) t  p¯b + (m¯'   p¯b) s|
2
2 2
!
dtds.
5.3.2.1 Interpretation of
⌦
t˜✏,at˜',b
↵
C
As we increase the channel distance between the source and the microphone, the chan-
nel uncertainty,
⌦
t˜✏at˜✏a
↵
C
, increases. This relationship is shown in Fig. 5.1. The initial
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Figure 5.1: The expected channel uncertainty against the channel distance.
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curvature is exponential based but the remainder tends towards a linear relationship.
The variance and spatial spread will vary depending on the medium under analysis,
particularly in scenarios where the temperature can vary. For example, in sea based
applications, such as SONAR, the speed of sound can vary significantly, between
1400-1600 m/s, and quickly between diﬀerent spaces [73]. As such the values which
govern (5.23) will need to be determined to suit the given environment.
5.4 Time uncertainty experiments
In order to obtain realistic values for the parameters used in the model in (5.23), a
series of tests were conducted. The main focus of these tests was to estimate the
parameters   and  from the inverse speed model for a typical room.
5.4.1 Test design
The parameters govern the covariance between the propagation time uncertainties
across diﬀerent channels. By measuring the propagation time across several diﬀer-
ent acoustic channels over an extend period we can compute the covariance in time
uncertainty.
A single loudspeaker was used to produce a sound field across a room. A series of
microphones recorded the sound field at various positions in the room. The propaga-
tion time across each acoustic channel was calculated over short time frames across
a long time period.
5.4.1.1 Finding uncertainties matrix
To find the delay between two signals we can utilise their covariance:
cov (x, y)n =
X
i
x [i] y [i  n] . (5.26)
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The first large peak of the covariance function corresponds to the sample delay of the
channel:
ds = argmax
n
[cov (x, y)n] . (5.27)
To improve the resolution of the delay calculation, quadratic interpolation over three
samples centred on the peak was used to find the peak position, with sub-sample
resolution. The peak sample position was converted into a propagation time by
dividing by the sampling frequency.
In order to improve the robustness of the time computation, the loudspeaker was
driven with pseudo-random white noise, whose autocorrelation is an impulse.
Both the loudspeaker and microphone signals were divided into short frame times
so that the propagation time can be computed as a function of time. The frame length
is chosen so that the direct path peak is clearly distinguishable from the covariance.
The short frame from the loudspeaker output was compared with a longer microphone
frame which is also delayed to ensure that the entire loudspeaker frame can be found
in the microphone frame.
Covariance matrix The resulting propagation times across all time frames were
compared across all channels. As we are only interested in the variation from the
expected propagation time, the mean delay along the channel was subtracted from
all propagation times. The covariance in the time variations across two channels
indicates how similarly coupled the two channels are.
5.4.1.2 Test setup
The tests were constructed using a single coil Fostex 6301B Personal Monitor and
multiple DPA 4060 omni-directional microphones. All signals were routed through a
RMS Fireface 800. All elements were secured on stands and set to 90cm from the
ground. The microphones were orientated to point towards the loudspeaker. All
elements were away from walls and other reflective surfaces, except the ceiling and
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floor. The room that was used, measured 10.3x9.17x3.00m, with a T60 of 0.371s and
the temperature was at 19°C. There was air conditioning present in the room, which
was the only significant noise source, but was uncorrelated with the white noise of
the loudspeaker, thus did not aﬀect the results.
The tests were recorded at 44.1 kHz for approximately 10 minutes each. The
frame length used to compute the propagation time in all tests was 0.5 s, giving
approximately 1200 frames in total.
The propagation time measured in each frame includes contributions from all
aspects of the acoustic channel, which includes positional uncertainties. In order
to minimise the impact of position uncertainties the loudspeaker and microphones
were attached as securely as possible. To ensure that all microphones were setup
in a similar fashion, they were all placed in a similar location approximately 1m in
front of the loudspeaker and the propagation time uncertainty covariance matrix was
measured. In this case the channel uncertainty should be similar across all channels,
so the observed diﬀerences between channels should be due to positional variations.
The microphones were adjusted until a similar level of variance was seen across all
channels. The microphones were then repositioned for the following tests.
5.4.2 Test 1: linear array
The first test considered four microphones positioned along a straight line directly
in front of the loudspeaker. We expect as the channel length increases the resulting
uncertainty increases. As the microphones are placed in a line, much of the prop-
agation path to the furthest microphone was that of the other channels, thus there
should be an increasing correlation between the uncertainties seen on co-located far
away channels.
The microphone layout is shown in Fig. 5.2. A typical correlation frame is shown
in Fig. 5.3. It is evident that the propagation time is well defined by the large peak.
Over all frames the propagation time was found for source P1 to microphone M1, in
Fig. 5.4 a histogram of the deviations from the mean propagation time are shown.
The Shapiro-Wilk test for normality was run on these propagation time uncertainties
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Figure 5.2: Layout of the linear array test, P1 indicates the loudspeaker location, M✏
indicates the location of microphone ✏. Blue - sources, red - microphones.
and returned a p-value of 0.16; this justifies modeling this distribution as Gaussian.
The resulting distribution shows that propagation time over a 1m channel in a typical
room deviated by ±1⇥ 10 6 s.
The propagation time uncertainties for each frame were arranged into the vector
[M1M2M3M4]T . The resulting propagation time uncertainty covariance matrix
over all frames was computed as:
266664
0.129 0.196 0.333 0.371
0.196 0.853 0.808 1.176
0.333 0.808 1.681 1.622
0.371 1.176 1.622 2.220
377775⇥ 10 12.
The deviations in propagation time across nearby channels had a higher corre-
lation than those of further away channels. Thus there exists evidence to sug-
gest the model fits real rooms. As expected, the uncertainty increased with dis-
tance. This is likely due to channel uncertainties rather than positional uncer-
tainties. Position uncertainties would not increase with distance, as they con-
tribute the same time uncertainty regardless of channel distance. Fig. 5.5 shows
the variance in propagation time uncertainty against channel distance. The measure-
ment show a near linear fit between channel distance and variance, with equation⌦
t˜✏at˜✏a
↵
C
= ( 0.6 + 0.71 km¯✏   p¯ak) ⇥ 10 12. As previously shown in Fig. 5.1, the
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Figure 5.3: Typical correlation of a single microphone frame against the corresponding
loudspeaker frame, the high time delay is due to latency.
channel uncertainties model tends towards a linear relationship when distances are
large enough; from this graph we can assume that we are acting in the linear region.
5.4.3 Parameter estimation
With results of the above test we are able to compute reasonable values for both 
and   from the channel uncertainties model 5.23. The value of  changes the level of
variance across all channels (the diagonal terms), whereas   changes the correlation
between neighbouring channels (the oﬀ-diagonal terms). Smaller   values gives less
correlation between channels.
As a closed form or least squares solution is not available and that derivatives are
not easily computed, mapping the parameters to the results was achieved using an
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Figure 5.4: Propagation time deviations from the mean across all frames for a 1m
source-microphone distance (P1 to M1).
optimiser from MATLAB [77]. Many random starting points were used and converged
to the same point. The values were found to be  = 4.44⇥ 10 7 and   = 1.61. The
resulting model prediction for the linear array in shown on Fig. 5.1. The resulting
estimated covariance matrix is:
266664
0.1912 0.3507 0.4433 0.4807
0.3507 0.7013 0.9535 1.084
0.4433 0.9535 1.397 1.686
0.4807 1.084 1.686 2.167
377775⇥ 10 12.
This room represents small levels of uncertainty. In diﬀerent room scenarios the
distribution parameters will be diﬀerent. For example, if there was a heat source,
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Figure 5.5: The variance in propagation delay uncertainty against channel distance
larger air currents or high levels of reverberation, the parameters would change to
reflect the increase in variance.
5.4.4 Test 2: right angle setup
In order to assess the spatial diversity of the channel uncertainties, the microphones
were placed along diﬀerent channels. The microphone layout is shown in Fig. 5.6. The
expectation is that the uncertainties along the channels to M1 and M2 are similar.
Half of the channel to microphoneM2 is the same as that to microphoneM1, therefore
the uncertainties of both channels should have some correlation; similarly to those of
M3 and M4. However as the pairs of microphones are widely separated, we expect a
lower correlation between the uncertainties seen on M2 and M4.
The propagation time uncertainties were arranged into the vector
[M1M2M3M4]T . The resulting propagation time uncertainty covariance matrix
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Figure 5.6: Layout of the right angle setup, P1 indicates the loudspeaker location,
M✏ indicates the location of microphone ✏.
was computed as:
266664
1.521 0.9384 1.644 1.361
0.9384 2.251 1.113 1.505
1.644 1.113 3.609 2.874
1.361 1.505 2.874 4.777
377775⇥ 10 13.
The above results do not exactly show the relationship we expect. In this case, it
shows that the spatial relationship of the channel uncertainties is well correlated across
the two far channels. The results are not symmetrical about the two channels. Over
several trials of the same setup there was a large amount of variance in the estimated
parameters between each set. The small order of magnitude of these measurements
increases the significance of systematic error present in the results.
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If we apply the previously found parameters,  = 4.44 ⇥ 10 7 and   = 1.61, the
expected covariance matrix is given as:
266664
1.912 3.507 1.74 2.938
3.507 7.014 2.938 4.96
1.74 2.938 1.912 3.507
2.938 4.96 3.507 7.014
377775⇥ 10 13.
These results represent a lower limit for the uncertainties in the propagation chan-
nels. There were no moving objects, large temperature gradients or significant air
flows. As the scale for the uncertainties are small, more accurate measurements may
be required to estimate for realistic situation. It would be possible to measure the
uncertainties across a series of rooms and scenarios in order to find the uncertainties
relationship. These could then be used on unseen rooms.
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5.5 Amplitude uncertainties
Similarly to propagation time uncertainties, the attenuation along the propagation
channel can vary with time. As explained in Sec. 5.1, the channel attenuation in the
conventional case is given as:
h¯✏a ,
1
km¯✏   p¯ak . (5.28)
There are several mechanisms that can cause a change in amplitude attenuation,
many of which are frequency dependent. Many sources have diﬀerent directivity pat-
terns meaning that the amplitude observed at diﬀerent directions from the source can
vary significantly. Refraction of acoustic signals occurs primarily with temperature
gradients. This occurs around air currents and underwater. Warmer mediums prop-
agated sound faster, as such the wave front bends towards colder mediums. Wind
speed gradients can act as refractors for sound waves over large distances [78]. The
faster air currents at higher altitudes refract wave upwards or downwards depending
on the direction of the sound wave, spreading or compacting the energy. Speaking
into the wind causes a decrease in observed amplitude and vice versa. Occlusions
can cause diﬀraction and spreading of the sound energy over a greater area. Whilst
this does not aﬀect the propagation time, the amplitude will decrease. This is most
prominent when sound passes gaps which have comparable size to the sound wave-
length. As such the eﬀect is frequency dependent. Diﬀraction allows lower frequencies
to travel further than higher frequencies through many environments.
5.5.1 Proposed model
We model the contribution of an amplitude uncertainty using a random variable,
H˜ 2 RM⇥P :
D , D  H˜  exp
⇣
j!kT˜
⌘
, (5.29)
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where h˜✏a represents the variation in the propagation path amplitude between a source
at p¯a and a microphone at m¯✏. We do not impose a particular distribution on the
amplitude uncertainties. In the case of no amplitude variations the uncertainties are
unity, H˜ = 1.
A similar analysis to Sec. 5.3 of the propagation coeﬃcients covariance is computed
below.
The covariance of the propagation coeﬃcients from (5.8) can be extended to in-
clude the new amplitude uncertainties term:
⌦
DDH
↵
=
⌧⇣
D  H˜  exp(j!kT˜)
⌘⇣
D  H˜  exp(j!kT˜)
⌘H 
. (5.30)
In this case the elements of
⌦
DDH
↵
are given by
⌦
DDH
↵
✏,'
=
PX
a=1
d¯✏ad¯
⇤
'a
D
h˜✏ah˜'a
E ⌦
exp
 
j!k
 
t˜✏a   t˜'a
  ↵
. (5.31)
Thus for each source, a, we require the covariance of the amplitude uncertainties:D
h˜✏ah˜'a
E
. In the following section we detail the amplitude uncertainties covariance
matrix resulting from human head rotations.
5.5.2 Head rotations
In many applications for acoustic beamforming, the target source is a human talker.
It is often assumed that acoustic sources radiate isotropically, but tests of the human
head show that it is far from isotropic. The majority of the source energy propagates
from the mouth in the direction the talker is facing, with the least energy propagating
behind the head. This eﬀect is frequency dependent, with higher frequencies being
more directional than lower frequencies. The typical directivity pattern of a human
talker is shown in Fig. 5.7. The directivity pattern is symmetrical around 0°, which
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Figure 5.7: The typical directivity pattern from a human talker as a function of
frequency.
corresponds to straight-ahead. The power have been normalised to give a gain of 0 dB
at all frequencies in the straight-ahead direction, and do not, therefore, include the
average power spectrum of speech. As frequency increases there is a larger diﬀerence
between front and back amplitudes. At frequencies around 800 Hz, there is an increase
in amplitude above 0 dB at azimuths around 75°.
If a human talker is facing in a random direction relative to a microphone, the
eﬀect on the amplitude of the propagation channel is substantial. When the talker is
facing away from the microphone, there is an implicit low pass filter applied to the
channel as well as a large reduction in observed amplitude. The directivity pattern
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varies smoothly with azimuth, channels which are in a similar direction from the talker
will have a similar amplitude attenuation. This is especially true at low frequencies.
Utilising signals in which the various sources have uncertain amplitudes can hinder
the performance of multi-channel algorithms. By modeling the covariance in ampli-
tude uncertainties as a result of a random head rotation, we can create algorithms
that are robust to rotations.
5.5.2.1 Directivity pattern
We have utilised head directivity data from [79]. In the dataset the linear amplitude
gain is defined with azimuths on a 15° grid and at discrete frequencies. We assume
that the rate of change in response against azimuth and frequency is smooth. As
the azimuth directivity pattern is periodic about the head we can express the gain
against azimuth as a Fourier series. We compute the Fourier series coeﬃcients, ↵i, for
the azimuth response at each frequency band given. The first 6 are used, energy in
subsequent Fourier coeﬃcients is small relative to the first 6. The energy of subsequent
coeﬃcients, h˜e, is given as:
h˜e (K) = 1 
 PK 1
i=0 |↵i|2P12
i=0 |↵i|2
!
,
whereK is the number of coeﬃcient used and 12 is the maximal number of coeﬃcients.
The error for all frequency bins is shown in Fig. 5.8. The coeﬃcients at any arbitrary
frequency band are estimated by using linear interpolation between neighbouring
frequency coeﬃcient sets. The use of the Fourier series allows us to compute the
response at any azimuth by evaluating the Fourier series at the desired azimuth.
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Figure 5.8: The error in energy of truncating the Fourier series coeﬃcients of the
head directivity pattern for each frequency bin specified.
5.5.2.2 Head rotation covariance
In the following sections we formulate the linear amplitude attenuation contribution
to the propagation coeﬃcients as follows:
h˜
 
  ✏,a
 
=
5X
i=0
↵i cos
 
ki  ✏,a
 
, (5.32)
where   ✏,a is the azimuth rotation angle of the channel from the source a to the
microphone ✏ in radians, ↵i are the Fourier coeﬃcients of the directivity pattern and
ki = i are the rotational frequencies.
We assume that the direction of the sources are independently randomly varying
over time. The direction of each source is taken from a uniform distribution with
mean µa and range 2%a.
Linear expectation of head rotations To determine the linear expectation we
compute the amplitude attenuation across all possible directions of the source,  a 2
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[µa   %a, µa + %a]:
D
h˜
 
 a +   ✏,a
 E
 a
=
Z µ+%
 =µ %
1
2%
h˜
 
 a +   ✏,a
 
d a. (5.33)
The expectation can be expanded as:
D
h˜
 
 a +   ✏,a
 E
 a
=
*X
i
↵i cos
 
ki
 
 a +   ✏,a
  +
 a
=
X
i
↵i
⌦
cos
 
ki
 
 a +   ✏,a
  ↵
 a
. (5.34)
The cosine expectation can be expressed using the following identity:
hcos (k a +  )i a =
1
2%
Z µ+%
 =µ %
cos (k a +  ) d a
=
8<: 12%k (sin (k (µ+ %) +  )  sin (k (µ  %) +  )) k 6= 0cos ( ) k = 0
=
8<: 1%k sin (k%) cos (kµ+  ) k 6= 0cos ( ) k = 0 (5.35)
The final result is expressed as:
D
h˜
 
 a +   ✏,a
 E
 a
= ↵0 +
X
i=1
↵i
1
ki%
sin (ki%) cos
 
kiµ+ ki  ✏,a
 
. (5.36)
If the source rotation comes from uniformly distributions over a whole circle,
 a 2 [0, 2⇡] (% = ⇡), the expectation simplifies to:
D
h˜
 
 a +   ✏,a
 E
 a
= ↵0. (5.37)
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Covariance of head rotations To compare the amplitude changes over two sep-
arate propagation paths we compute the double integral over the rotation of each
source,  a 2 [µa   %a, µa + %a] and  b 2 [µb   %b, µb + %b]:
D
h˜
 
 a +   ✏,a
 
h˜
 
 b +   ',b
 E
 a,b
=
ZZ
 
1
2%a
1
2%b
h˜
 
 a +   ✏,a
 
h˜
 
 b +   ',b
 
d ad b.
(5.38)
We assume each source rotates independently of the others, h a bi = h ai h bi for
a 6= b. In the case where the sources are diﬀerent, a 6= b, the expectation can be
separated into two parts and solved using (5.36):
D
h˜
 
 a +   ✏,a
 
h˜
 
 b +   ',b
 E
 a,b
=
D
h˜
 
 a +   ✏,a
 E
 a
D
h˜
 
 b +   ',b
 E
 b
. (5.39)
In the case where the two paths start from the same source, a = b, the expectation
is more complex:
D
h˜
 
 a +   ✏,a
 
h˜
 
 b +   ',b
 E
 a,b
(5.40)
=
D
h˜
 
 a +   ✏,a
 
h˜
 
 a +   ',a
 E
 a
=
*X
i
↵i cos
 
ki
 
 a +   ✏,a
  X
j
↵j cos
 
kj
 
 a +   ',a
  +
 a
=
*X
i
X
j
↵i↵j cos
 
ki
 
 a +   ✏,a
  
cos
 
kj
 
 a +   ',a
  +
 a
=
X
i
X
j
↵i↵j
⌦
cos
 
ki
 
 a +   ✏,a
  
cos
 
kj
 
 a +   ',a
  ↵
 a
.
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Figure 5.9: Layout of the amplitude uncertainties example, P1 indicates the talker
location, M✏ indicates the location of microphone ✏. P1 is pointing, on average, in
the positive x-axis.
Use of the double cosine rule simplifies the above to:
D
h˜
 
 a +   ✏,a
 
h˜
 
 a +   ',a
 E
 a
(5.41)
=
1
2
X
i
X
j
↵i↵j
⌦
cos
 
 a (ki + kj) + ki  ✏,a + kj  ',a
 
+cos
 
 a (ki   kj) + ki  ✏,a   kj  ',a
 ↵
 a
.
Both of the cosines expectations can be expanded using the rule given in 5.35.
5.5.2.3 Illustrated example
Consider the array geometry shown in Fig. 5.9. The single source, P1, is assumed
to rotate randomly, with an average direction of the positive x-axis. The resulting
amplitude changes due to the random rotation will diﬀer between each microphone.
The amplitudes of the channels to the two microphones in front of the source, M1
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and M2, will be well correlated as the channels are close in direction from the source.
However, microphones that have large diﬀerences in their channel directions from
the source, will be less correlated, such as M3 and M4. If we assume the source
rotation follows a uniform distribution with a certain range,  1 2 [ %1, %1], we can
compute the amplitude uncertainty covariances. The covariance in amplitude uncer-
tainties along the paths from P1 to M1 and P1 to microphone ' is taken from 5.41
and notated as
D
h˜11h˜'1
E
=
D
h˜
 
 1 +   1,1
 
h˜
 
 1 +   ',1
 E
 1
, where   1,1 = 0.05 rad,
  2,1 =  0.05 rad,   3,1 =  ⇡2 rad and   4,1 = ⇡ rad. The amplitude uncertainties
covariance for three diﬀerent distribution ranges, 2%1 =
⇥
⇡
4 ,
⇡
2 , ⇡
⇤
, are shown in
Fig. 5.10. For all the source rotation ranges, the amplitude uncertainties to the mi-
crophones in front of the source, M1 and M2, are strongly correlated and indeed
the plots of
D
h˜11h˜11
E
and
D
h˜11h˜21
E
are coincident on all three graphs. However the
correlation betweenM3 andM1 is much lower especially at high frequencies. This ef-
fect is larger when the channels become more separated, and the correlation between
M1 and M4 is even lower. As the source rotation range increases, the amplitude
uncertainties start to follow a similar trend through the diﬀerent channels.
If we were to build multi-channel algorithms that rely on the amplitudes through
each channel, using M1 and M2 would be more reliable than those of M1 and M4.
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Figure 5.10: The covariance in amplitude uncertainties across diﬀerent channels and
source rotation ranges.
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5.6 Quartic extension
In order to form the robust power domain beamformer that will be described in
Chapter 8 we need to extend the uncertainties framework to include expectations of
6-dimensional quartic covariance terms of the form
⌦
d✏,ad⇤',ad⇢,bd
⇤
⌧,b
↵
.
The uncertainties model is the same as that used above:
d✏,a = d✏,ah˜✏,a exp
 
j!t˜✏,a
 
.
The quartic term can be expanded as:
⌦
d✏,ad
⇤
',ad⇢,bd
⇤
⌧,b
↵
= d✏,ad
⇤
',ad⇢,bd
⇤
⌧,b
D
h˜✏,ah˜',ah˜⇢,bh˜⌧,b
E
(5.42)⌦
exp
 
j!k
 
t˜✏,a   t˜',a + t˜⇢,b   t˜⌧,b
  ↵
.
We therefore need to derived expressions for the two expectation terms:D
h˜✏,ah˜',ah˜⇢,bh˜⌧,b
E
and
⌦
exp
 
j!k
 
t˜✏,a   t˜',a + t˜⇢,b   t˜⌧,b
  ↵
.
5.6.1 Time uncertainties
The time uncertainties term can be expanding in a similar fashion to the quadratic
version. The exponential term contains a sum of Gaussian random variables, which
itself is a Gaussian. The expectation forms a log-normal distribution in which the
variance is given as the square of the exponent. Therefore, we have:
⌦
exp
 
j!k
 
t˜✏,a   t˜',a + t˜⇢,b   t˜⌧,b
  ↵
= exp
0@ !2k
D 
t˜✏,a   t˜',a + t˜⇢,b   t˜⌧,b
 2E
2
1A
= exp
✓ !2k 2T
2
◆
, (5.43)
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where the variance is expanded as:
 2T =
⌦
t˜2✏,a + t˜
2
',a + t˜
2
⇢,b + t˜
2
⌧,b   2t˜✏,at˜',a + 2t˜✏,at˜⇢,b (5.44)
 2t˜✏,at˜⌧,b   2t˜',at˜⇢,b + 2t˜',at˜⌧,b   2t˜⇢,bt˜⌧,b
↵
.
Each individual term can be taken from the time uncertainties covariance matrix,⌦
t˜✏,at˜',b
↵
.
5.6.2 Amplitude uncertainties
The amplitude uncertainties term,
D
h˜✏,ah˜',ah˜⇢,bh˜⌧,b
E
, can be expressed using the head
rotation model and the uniform distribution used previously:
D
h˜✏,ah˜',ah˜⇢,bh˜⌧,b
E
=
D
h˜
 
 a +   ✏,a
 
h˜
 
 a +   ',a
 
h˜
 
 b +   ⇢,b
 
h˜
 
 b +   ⌧,b
 E
 a,b
.
(5.45)
In the case where the sources are diﬀerent, a 6= b, the expectation can be expressed
as the product of two terms and solved using (5.41):
D
h˜
 
 a +   ✏,a
 
h˜
 
 a +   ',a
 
h˜
 
 b +   ⇢,b
 
h˜
 
 b +   ⌧,b
 E
 a,b
(5.46)
=
D
h˜
 
 a +   ✏,a
 
h˜
 
 a +   ',a
 E
 a
D
h˜
 
 b +   ⇢,b
 
h˜
 
 b +   ⌧,b
 E
 b
.
In the case where the two paths start from the same source, a = b, the expecta-
tion is more complex. Each term can be replaced by its cosine series, h˜
 
  ✏,a
 
=
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P
i ↵i cos
 
ki  ✏,a
 
:
D
h˜
 
 a +   ✏,a
 
h˜
 
 a +   ',a
 
h˜
 
 b +   ⇢,b
 
h˜
 
 b +   ⌧,b
 E
 a
(5.47)
=
X
i,j,k,l
↵i↵j↵k↵l
⌦
cos
 
ki
 
 a +   ✏,a
  
cos
 
kj
 
 a +   ',a
  
cos
 
kk
 
 a +   ⇢,a
  
cos
 
kl
 
 a +   ⌧,a
  ↵
 a
.
The cosine expectation terms can be solved using a quartic cosine identity:
cos (a) cos (b) cos (c) cos (d) =
1
8
(cos (a+ b+ c+ d) + cos (a+ b  c  d)
+ cos (a+ b+ c  d) + cos (a+ b  c+ d)
+ cos (a  b+ c+ d) + cos (a  b  c  d)
+ cos (a  b+ c  d) + cos (a  b  c+ d)) .
(5.48)
Thus, the quartic head rotation term can be decomposed into a sum of linear cosine
terms. Each of the cosines expectations can be calculated using the rule given in 5.35.
5.7 Conclusions
We have discussed conventional acoustic propagation models and described that in
practical scenarios they may cause performance degradation in spatial filtering algo-
rithms. We derived new models which include contributions for uncertainties in the
phase and amplitude components of the propagation coeﬃcients. The parameters of
which were estimated from experimental data. The propagation coeﬃcients model is
extended to incorporate head rotations of human talkers. The directivity patterns are
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used to find the expected covariances across diﬀerent paths. In which case the prop-
agation coeﬃcients can be used in the design of beamformers to ensure robustness to
both time and amplitude uncertainties.
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Chapter 6
Beamforming
This chapter gives an outline of existing beamformer algorithms, both robust and
non-robust. Beamforming is a popular multichannel signal processing technique used
in conjunction with microphone arrays to spatially filter a sound field. It is commonly
employed in applications such as hands-free telephony and teleconferencing for the
acquisition of distant audio.
The first beamformers were implemented in the time domain. The delay-and-
sum beamformer [80] aligns the desired source in each microphone signal and sums
them together. This was extended to the Matched Filter [81, 82] which matches the
amplitude as well as the time diﬀerence. In the STFT domain, the Minimum Vari-
ance Distortionless Beamformer (MVDR) [83, 84] minimises the output power of the
beamformer whilst constraining a distortionless response to the steering vector for
the desired source. The use of multiple constraints extended the MVDR beamformer
to the linear constraint minimum variance (LCMV) beamformer [85]. The LCMV
beamformer has been extended with diﬀerent types of constraints for diﬀerent ap-
plications [86, 87]. The Generalised Sidelobe Canceller [88] separates the constraints
from the output variance minimisation.
In the presence of steering vector errors, the performance of conventional beam-
formers degrades. Robust beamformers are designed to limit the fall in performance
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when errors are present in the steering vectors. Diagonally loaded beamformers use
regularisation to smooth the beamformer response [89]. Derivative constraints ex-
tend the LCMV beamformer for less sensitivity to steering vector errors. Worst-case
optimisation beamformers [90] assume the steering vector is contained within an un-
certainty set and constrain the response of the whole set. Various other uncertainty
sets have been considered [91, 92, 93] to better approximate the set of steering vec-
tor errors. Probabilistically constrained beamformers [94] extend the notion of the
uncertainty set to a truncated distribution.
In the following chapter we first introduce the beamforming signal model used
within the remainder of the thesis. Next we introduce the conventional non-robust
beamformers. We then introduce the various methods of robust beamforming from
the literature.
6.1 Signal model and problem formulation
Consider the case of P speech sources and M microphones in a noisy environment.
The received signal at allM microphones in the short time Fourier transform (STFT)
domain can be written as:
x [l, k] = D¯s [l, k] + v [l, k] , (6.1)
where x,v 2 CM⇥1, s 2 CP⇥1 and D¯ 2 CM⇥P ; l is a discrete-time frame index, k is
a discrete-frequency index, sp is the p-th source signal, as discussed at the start of
Chapter 5 - Sec. 5.1. d¯✏a is an element of D¯ and represents the conventional deter-
ministic complex channel propagation coeﬃcient from source a to microphone ✏, it is
further described in (5.4). From this point on s˜ = s1 is the desired source. The source
and noise STFT coeﬃcients have independent, zero-mean real and imaginary parts.
It is assumed that all the sources are independent,
⌦
ssH
↵
= diag
 ⌦|s1|2↵ . . . ⌦|sP |2↵ .
The additive noise component incident at microphone ✏, v✏, comprises sensor noise,
v⌘, and spatially diﬀuse acoustic noise, v.
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In each frequency band, k, we derive the beamformer output, y, as the weighted
sum of the array data, x, in order to optimally extract the wanted source:
y [l, k] =w [k]H x [l, k] , (6.2)
where w(k) is a vector of complex-valued weights and (·)H is the Hermitian transpose.
Since each frequency band is processed independently, the frequency index, k, will
normally be omitted in the remainder of this thesis for clarity. Adaptive beamforming
studies the case where the weights can vary with respect to time, w [l, k]. In this thesis
we concentrate on optimum beamforming with a time-invariant weight vector. For
this reason, the time index, l, is also normally omitted.
6.1.1 SNR gain
The SNR gain of the beamformer is denoted as the gain in power from the desired
steering vector compared to the power gain for noise and other interference sources:
Ga =
wH
⌦|s˜|2↵ ⌦d1dH1 ↵w
wHVw
,
where d1 is the first column of D and is the steering vector for the desired source and
V =
⌦
xxH
↵  ⌦|s˜|2↵ ⌦d1dH1 ↵ is the covariance for the array data without the desired
source.
6.1.2 White noise gain
The white noise gain is the SNR gain of the desired source through the array in the
presence of only spatially white noise. The higher the gain, the greater the desired
source power and therefore the SNR. It is derived from the SNR gain, in the presence
of spatially white noise, in which case V = I, and unity source power,
⌦|s˜|2↵ = 1. It
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is defined as below [95]:
Gw =
wH
⌦
d1dH1
↵
w
wHw
M. (6.3)
Any errors that occur in the geometry and are uncorrelated will present in a similar
fashion to white noise [95]. As such the white noise gain is a useful measure of
robustness against uncorrelated errors.
6.1.3 Beampatterns
We illustrate many of the beamformers by showing their beampattern, such as in
Fig. 6.2. This represents the gain of the array to each position in the room. The
sources and microphones are considered on a flat plane. The steering vector for all
points in the room, d, are computed. The gain through the array is computed using
the beamformer weights, w, as wH
⌦
ddH
↵
w over all frequencies. The A-weighted
gain is calculated and converted into dB, which is represented as intensity.
6.2 Data-independent beamformers
This section describes beamformers that do not utilise the received sensor signals,
just the location of the array elements and sources. Subsequent sections increase the
amount of information we assume is known about the setup.
Early beamformers operated in the time domain. A prime example is that of
the delay-and-sum beamformer [80]. It exploits the time diﬀerences of arrival of the
desired source between the microphones in the array. By calculating the diﬀerences
in time of arrival, using 5.1, we can add a compensating time delay to the microphone
signals and then sum the results. We have high gain at our desired point as all the
signals are in phase, whereas other angles are out of phase and are attenuated.
The performance was improved in the Matched Filter Beamformer [81, 82], in
which the time domain signals are filtered with the impulse response for the desired
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source in both the forwards and backwards directions. This removes any phase dif-
ferences for the desired source, and is subsequently scaled for unity gain.
An equivalent delay-and-sum beamformer can be implemented in the STFT do-
main by using a phase shift in each frequency bin to align all the signals from the
desired steering vector. We first calculate the propagation coeﬃcients for the desired
source to each microphone using the conventional model from 5.5 in Chapter 5. The
weights are given as the phase shift of the propagation coeﬃcients:
w =
1  d¯1  ·1   d¯1 =
26664
d¯11|d¯11|
...
d¯M1|d¯M1|
37775 , (6.4)
where
  d¯1  ·1 = ⇥d¯11,1 . . . d¯1M,1⇤T .
The Matched Filter can be implemented in the STFT domain by constraining the
response from our desired source to be undistorted [96]:
wHd¯1 = 1. (6.5)
The Matched Filter satisfies the above equation when the weights apply the inverse
channel gain [82]:
w =
1  d¯1  ·2   d¯1, (6.6)
For example, using a two element linear microphone array. If we sum both micro-
phone signals (sum based beamformer), we amplify all sound from straight in front
and behind the array. If we have a source at 45° to the front of the array, we can use a
delay-and-sum beamformer to steer the response to 45°. For each beamformer we can
find the A-weighted [18] signal gain (dB), wH
⌦|s˜|2↵ ⌦d¯1d¯H1 ↵w, from every position in
a room. The two resulting beampatterns are shown in Fig. 6.1. The main lobe of the
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Figure 6.1: Spatial A-weighted gain of the array (dB) for the sum based beamformer
(left) and the delay-and-sum beamformer (right), the desired source is located at
(2, 2).
delay-and-sum beamformer has rotated round relative to the sum based beamformer.
It now matches the location of the source position. The gain of the desired source is
greater without amplifying excess noise from other areas.
The Matched Filter beamformer ensures that there is no distortion to the direction
of interest, however it cannot directly remove interference which originate from specific
location. The performance is good for suppressing uncorrelated noise, such as sensor
noise, but is not as successful for use with correlated noise.
The delay-and-sum beamformer has optimal white noise gain [95]. However it will
not perform as well in the presence of correlated noise, such as diﬀuse noise or inter-
ference. In cases of correlated noise, alternative beamformers will oﬀer suppression
of noise whilst maintaining gain of the desired source.
6.3 Minimum variance distortionless response
A commonly used beamformer design which exploits knowledge of the speech co-
variance is the minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR) beamformer. It
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maintains unity gain at the direction of the desired source whilst minimising the
output variance [97, 83]:
min
w
wH
⌦
xxH
↵
w subject to wHd¯1 = 1. (6.7)
As with many other classical data-dependent beamformers, the weights are derived
as a function of the array data covariance,
⌦
xxH
↵
, where h· · · i denotes the expected
value. The resulting solution to (6.7) is [83]:
wMVDR =
⇣
d¯H1
⌦
xxH
↵ 1
d¯1
⌘ 1 ⌦
xxH
↵ 1
d¯1. (6.8)
Similarly to the delay-and-sum beamformer, we constrain the direction of the
desired source to be distortionless. However we also seek to minimise the output
variance. The output variance of the beamformer is made of interference and noise in
addition to the desired source. The number of microphones in the array determines
the length of the weights vector, w. Therefore the degrees of freedom to minimise
the output variance is limited by the number of microphones in the array.
Whilst interference sources are not directly constrained in the optimum weights,
the MVDR beamformer can successfully suppress interference sources. The interferers
will be reflected in the array data covariance,
⌦
xxH
↵
, which allows the MVDR beam-
former to spurs them. As the output variance incorporates correlated noise terms,
the performance will surpass that of the delay-and-sum beamformer in these cases.
It may be more intuitive to minimise the noise output power, which is equivalent
to:
min
w
wHVw subject to wHd¯1 = 1. (6.9)
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It can be shown that minimising the output variance achieves the same result as
minimising the noise output power. First we expand the expected output power:
⌦
y2
↵
=
⌦
wHxxHw
↵
= wH
⌦
xxH
↵
w
= wH
D 
D¯s+ v
   
D¯s+ v
 HE
w
= wH
⌦ 
D¯ssHD¯H + D¯svH + vsHD¯H + vvH
 ↵
w
Using
⌦
ssH
↵
= diag
 ⌦|s1|2↵ . . . ⌦|sP |2↵ , we can simplify to:
⌦
y2
↵
= wH
⌦ 
D¯ssHD¯H + vvH
 ↵
w
= wH
 X
p
d¯p
⌦|sp|2↵ d¯Hp + ⌦vvH↵
!
w
= wHd¯1
⌦|s˜|2↵ d¯H1 w +wH
 X
p=2
d¯p
⌦|sp|2↵ d¯Hp + ⌦vvH↵
!
w
=
⌦|s˜|2↵+wH  X
p=2
d¯p
⌦|sp|2↵ d¯Hp + ⌦vvH↵
!
w.
As the constraint sets the gain for the desired source, wHd1 = 1, minimising the
output variance only minimises the remaining noise and interference power.
6.4 SNR optimal beamformer
The SNR of a linear beamformer can be derived as the ratio of the output speech
power to the output noise and interference power [98]:
SNR =
⌦|s˜|2↵wH ⌦d¯1d¯H1 ↵w
wHVw
.
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Figure 6.2: Spatial A-weighted signal gain (dB) for the SNR optimal beamformer,
the desired source is located at (2, 2) and an interferer is located at (0.5, 2).
Optimising the weights to maximise the above SNR resulting the SNR optimal beam-
former [95]. The weights are derived from the eigendecomposition of the inverse noise
matrix multiplied by the source matrix:
B = V 1
⌦|s˜|2↵ ⌦d¯1d¯H1 ↵
Bw =  maxw. (6.10)
A full derivation is shown in Appendix A. The optimal weights, w, are the eigenvector
that corresponds to the largest eigenvalue of B,  max. The resulting beampattern is
shown in Fig. 6.2. The gain is unconstrained, as such it is commonly constrained
for unity gain for the desired source, wHd¯1 = 1. The beamformer attenuates the
interference source whilst maintaining unity gain for the desired source.
It can be shown that the SNR-optimal weights are equivalent to those of the
MVDR beamformer [99], but they behave diﬀerently in the presence of steering vector
errors [100]. As such the SNR in each case is the same. The diﬀerence being that the
weights of the MVDR beamformer are scaled to force the distortionless constraint on
the desired source location.
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6.5 Linearly constrained minimum variance
Linearly constrained minimum variance (LCMV) beamformers are an extension of the
MVDR beamformer. The formulation allows for multiple linear constraints, which
allows for constraints on steering vectors from multiple diﬀerent directions [85]. For
example we can maintain distortionless response to the desired source whilst setting
the gain to zero in the direction of an interference source. The problem is formulated
as follows:
min
w
wH
⌦
xxH
↵
w subject to CHw = f , (6.11)
where C =
⇥
d¯1 d¯2 . . . d¯L
⇤
are the propagation coeﬃcients for each of L constrained
positions and f = [1 0 . . . 0]T and the constrained response gains. The resulting
weights that solve the above are [85]:
wLCMV =
⌦
xxH
↵ 1 ⇣
CH
⌦
xxH
↵ 1
C
⌘ 1
Cf . (6.12)
Given L constraints and M microphones, there are M   L degrees of freedom in
order to reduce the output variance. The more constraints present, the fewer degrees
of freedom that can be used to reduce the output variance. This causes a tradeoﬀ
between reducing interference and reducing noise. As such the overall performance
of the MVDR beamformer with a single constraint can, in some cases, surpass that
of the LCMV beamformer.
For example, we consider the case of two sources of equal power, one of which
in an interferer, located at [0.5, 2] m. We apply both the MVDR and LCMV to the
situation. Both are constrained for distortionless response to the desired source, and
the LCMV beamformer constrains no gain at the location of the interferer. The two
resulting beampatterns are shown in Fig. 6.3. The two beampatterns are very similar.
The MVDR beamformer accurately suppressed the interference source. However the
suppression on the LCMV beamformer is deeper and more narrow. This will be more
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Figure 6.3: Spatial A-weighted signal gain (dB) for the MVDR beamformer (left) and
the LCMV beamformer (right), the desired source is located at (2, 2) and an interferer
is located at (0.5, 2).
sensitive to propagation coeﬃcient errors. There can be a tradeoﬀ between interfer-
ence suppression and noise suppression; in this example, the LCMV beamformer has
slightly lower white noise gain (A-weighted: 1.84) than the MVDR case (A-weighted:
1.85), which will increase noise that is uncorrelated across the microphones. Having
two constraints, which are close together in terms of location, will increase the weights
magnitude and in turn reduce the white noise gain.
The LCMV beamformer weights can be decomposed into two components, the
constrained subspace and an orthogonal subspace:
wLCMV =
 
PC +P
?
C
 
wLCMV ,
where PC , C
 
CHC
  1
CH and P?C , I C
 
CHC
  1
CH are projection matrices
for the two subspaces. The rank of PC is the number of constraints used. This
derivation leads to the generalized sidelobe canceller (GSC) beamformer [101].
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6.6 Robust beamforming
In practical situations, the performance of the MVDR beamformer is hard to achieve.
As outlined in Section 5.2, there are several mechanisms that prevent the expectation
of the array data matching the statistics of the actual array data. Many of these
eﬀects introduce an error into the steering vector of each source. Much of the ro-
bust beamforming literature considers an additive disturbance to the steering vector.
Whilst we consider the model introduced in Chapter 5 in the subsequent technical
chapters, for the following discussion of the literature we denote the actual steering
vector, d, as the expected steering vector, d¯, perturbed by an error vector, d˜:
d , d¯+ d˜. (6.13)
Robust beamformers are designed to limit the fall in performance when errors
are present in the steering vectors. The ideal MVDR beamformer, where all steering
vectors are as expected, sets an upper limit on the performance that robust beam-
formers can achieve. There are various existing methods in the literature to create
robust beamformers.
In the case of the LCMV beamformer 6.12, linear constraints can be added to
the neighbourhood of the expected steering vectors to increase the width of the main
beam, which reduces the chances that the desired source will be suppressed, [85].
Derivative constraints are used on the beamformer gain with respect to the expected
steering vector angle in order to force the gain to be flat with angle, this prevents the
main beam width from collapsing sharply, [87].
Eigenspace beamformers, such as the SNR optimal beamformer (6.10), can be
powerful in many scenarios when the SNR is positive, [90, 102]. However when
the Signal-to-Noise ratio (SNR) is poor the performance suﬀers dramatically due to
subspace swaps, [103, 104], in which the largest eigenvalue may not correspond to
the desired source. In order to design eigenspace beamformers, the dimension of
the signal-plus-interference subspace needs to be low and known. This can cause
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performance degradations in situations with source scattering and reverberant envi-
ronments, [62].
Adaptive beamforming Conventional beamforming weight design can be divided
into either optimum (data-independent) or adaptive designs. Adaptive beamformers
are deployed when the acoustic environment is changing with time. They are based on
optimum beamformer designs [95] but are more computationally expensive and can
suﬀer from performance losses when the environment does not match the expectation,
or the desired signal is indistinguishable from the interference or noise. Many robust
beamformers are either designed as adaptive or can be reformulated in an adaptive
manner. Indeed, similarly to robust beamformers, many adaptive beamformers will
aim to match the performance of the ideal MVDR beamformer when no steering
vector errors are present.
Insuﬃcient training data [59] and low SNR [90] amongst other issues can cause
the adaptive beamformers to confuse interferences with the desired source; and cancel
the desired source, which is known as self-nulling, [105]. Optimum beamformers are
preferred in scenarios where the position of speech sources are known or unlikely to
move, such as hearing aids, teleconferencing or in-car communication, [106]. The
beamformers in this thesis concentrate on the area of optimum beamforming.
6.6.1 Diagonal loading
Diagonal loading is a form of regularisation which helps to form robust beamformers
[89]. It follows the same method as the MVDR beamformer, but the objective function
includes a loading parameter, ⇠, which scales Euclidean norm of the weight vector
and add its to the cost function:
min
w
wH
⌦
xxH
↵
w + ⇠ kwk2 subject to wHd¯1 = 1, (6.14)
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where k·k is the Euclidian norm. All the eigenvalues of the inverse covariance matrix
are raised by the loading parameter, which in turn reduces its condition number. The
solution of the above is given as [95]:
wLMVDR =
⇣
d¯H1
 ⌦
xxH
↵
+ ⇠I
  1
d¯1
⌘ 1  ⌦
xxH
↵
+ ⇠I
  1
d¯1. (6.15)
The loading parameter is added to the diagonal of the covariance matrix. The di-
agonal loading reduces the singularity of the problem and limits narrow peaks and
troughs around each source. Hence the response against changes in the steering vector
is smoother, and more robust to errors in the steering vector. The same regularisation
can be applied to other beamformers such as the LCMV and SNR optimal.
The loading parameter is not generally specified in a deterministic way and is
found empirically [91]. Choosing the loading parameter to be too large reduces the
suppression of noise and interference, whilst choosing it to be too small leads to
sensitivity to steering vector errors. Many robust beamforming approaches can be
reformulated as a diagonally loaded beamformer, in which the loading parameter is
better defined.
A commonly used value for the loading parameter is ten times the total noise
power: ⇠ = 10tr (V) [107]. A diagonally loaded MVDR was created for the same
geometry shown in Fig. 6.3. The weights, shown in Fig. 6.4, are smoother around
the interference source than either MVDR or LCMV. The response is zoomed at the
location of the interference source in Fig. 6.5. The location of the interference source
is not constrained to such a small region, therefore it will be more robust to changes
in the steering vector. The robustness is shown in an increase in A-weighted white
noise gain of 2.06 versus 1.84 for the LCMV beamformer. However, the larger and
more shallow lobes mean more interference and noise power is observed in the case
when no errors are present, in which case the performance is worse than that of the
MVDR beamformer.
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Figure 6.4: Spatial A-weighted gain of the array (dB) for the MVDR beamformer
(left) compared to the diagonally loaded MVDR beamformer (right).
6.6.2 Worst-case optimisation
Beamformers which optimise the worst-case performance are designed in [108, 90].
The steering vector is assumed to be perturbed from its expected position by an
vector which is bounded by its Euclidean norm:
   d˜     ✏.
The actual steering vector belongs to the set
A (✏) ,
n
d | d = d¯+ d˜,
   d˜     ✏o .
The response of the beamformer should be greater than unity for all steering
vectors from the above set. The problem is formulated as:
min
w
wH
⌦
xxH
↵
w subject to
  wHd¯     1 8 d 2 A (✏) . (6.16)
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Figure 6.5: Spatial A-weighted signal gain (dB) for the MVDR (left), LCMV (right)
and the diagonally loaded MVDR (bottom) beamformers, zoomed at the interference
location, (0.5, 2).
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The resulting beamformer is conservative over the constrained region and ensures the
desired source always has at least unity gain. In the worst-case scenario, when the
error is at the boundary,
   d˜    = ✏, the source has distortionless response. The high
gain over the set A (✏) comes at the expense of noise and interference suppression.
The error term maps to a spherical uncertainty set. The steering vectors of interfer-
ence sources can also be modeled under a spherical uncertainty set. If the set of an
interference source overlaps with that of the desired source, we may maintain high
gain for the interference source, as thus degrade performance. The process of finding
the boundary value, ✏, needs to be defined in each application.
There are various extensions to the above model. The spherical uncertainty set is
extended to a polyhedron set in [93]. It is also extended to a nondegenerate ellipsoidal
uncertainty set in [91, 92]:
A (✏) ,
n
d | d˜HC 1d˜  1
o
,
where C is a positive definite matrix that represents the ellipsoid. In [91] the uncer-
tainty set is used to find an equivalent diagonal loading parameter.
In all the approaches, the steering vector is assumed from an uncertainty set. All
steering vectors in the set are constrained, regardless of the distribution of steering
vectors within the set. This suits well the case when the steering vectors are uniformly
distributed across the set as shown in Fig. 6.6. However, if the distribution has small
tails near the boundary and a large peak, such as a triangular distribution, we will
constrain the tails equally to the peak. The steering vectors are unlikely at the
tails and thus, by constraining high gain at the tails, we will increase the chance of
amplifying noise and interference.
The uncertainty set is also truncated to a particular boundary, ✏. If the actual
distribution of steering vector errors is not truncated then we cannot ensure at least
unity gain at all times for the desired source, therefore the SNR may abruptly drop
when the steering vector error exceeds the boundary.
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Figure 6.6: Uniform and triangular distributions for the Euclidean norm of the error
vector, d .
Doubly constrained The approach outlined by Li et al in [109] uses a doubly
constrained MVDR beamformer to ensure robustness to steering vector errors. The
construction is similar to that of worst-case optimisation, but an additional constraint
is applied to the norm of the estimated steering vector. When applied to plane
wave sources, the steering vector norm is constrained to the number of microphones:
kdk2 = M . The method attempts to find d that maximises the power from the desired
signal covariance,
⌦|s˜|2↵ddH , whilst the remaining covariance is positive semidefinite.
The weights are found by using the resulting d in an MVDR beamformer:
w =
⌦
xxH
↵ 1
d
dH hxxHi 1 d .
As with worst-case optimisation, the error is bounded in a spherical set and we
still have a fixed parameter, ✏, to estimate. The work of [110] extends the model to
an ellipsoidal uncertainty set.
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Figure 6.7: Gaussian distributions for the Euclidean norm of the error vector, d .
Only the area within the dashed line is constrained.
6.6.3 Probabilistically constrained
For the case where the distribution of steering vector errors is not bounded, the
probabilistically constrained robust beamformer was formulated [94]. The authors
constrain a set of steering vectors which lie within a subset of all the possible steering
vectors. The array gain in the distribution tails is not constrained. The probability
of the steering vector being present in the tails of the distribution is denoted the
non-outage probability, p0.
For example, d˜ are formed from the Gaussian distribution shown in Fig. 6.7. The
distribution between the bounds,
   d˜     ✏, is constrained to at least unity gain,
whereas the distribution outside the bounds is the non-outage probability and is not
constrained.
The problem is formulated as:
min
w
wH
⌦
xxH
↵
w subject to P
   wHd   1     p0. (6.17)
The beamformer is not as conservative as the previous worst-case beamformers. The
distribution which lies inside the constrained set is treated as uniform, where the area
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outside is not constrained. In order to select the probability value, p0, the distribution
of d˜ may need to be known.
6.7 Parameter estimation
In order to design optimal beamformers we require values for the steering vector and
the various covariance matrices. We can either determine these from modeling, as in
Chapter 5, or else adaptively.
6.7.1 Sample matrix inversion
The MVDR beamformer relies on the inversion of the array data covariance matrix,⌦
xxH
↵
. In some cases the array data covariance is not well known and is estimated
from the observed array data, generally when the desired source is not active:
⌦
xxH
↵ ⇡ 1
N
NX
n=1
xnx
H
n ,
where xn is the array data observed at time instance n. If the number of observed
samples is small the inversion of the array data covariance matrix may not accurately
reflect that of the expected array data covariance.
In the work of [59], errors in the sample matrix inversion process are modeled. It
poses that the errors, which occur when the sample covariance matrix is estimated in
the presence of the desired source, are similar to those of steering vector perturbations.
The authors design a projection beamformer which is robust to both steering vector
errors and sample matrix inversion errors. To prevent performance degradation, the
expected steering vector is projected onto the signal-plus-interference subspace.
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6.7.2 Steering vector estimation
Steering vector estimation methods have been proposed to avoid having to make the
assumptions of the worst-case optimisation and probabilistically constrained beam-
formers. In the approaches of [111, 112], the authors constrain the steering vector
of the desired source to an angular sector and we assume that this sector does not
overlap with any interference sources.
The aim is to maximise the SNR with respect to the steering error, d . The
problem is equivalent to minimising the following:
min
d˜
⇣
d¯+ d˜
⌘H ⌦
xxH
↵ 1 ⇣
d¯+ d˜
⌘
subject to
   d¯+ d˜    = pM (6.18)
& P?
⇣
d¯+ d˜
⌘
= 0,
where P? is a projection matrix to force the steering vector to stay within the angular
sector subspace. The approach to find the steering vector is iterative. Once converged,
the updated steering vector is used within an MVDR beamformer.
The methods do not require the norm of the error, d˜, or its distribution, but
require an angular range for the desired source.
6.8 Conclusions
We have described conventional beamformers, both robust and non-robust, in increas-
ing requirements of information about the array. The non-robust MVDR beamformer
establishes the upper performance limit of an ideal beamformer, but its performance
fails in the presence of errors in the steering vectors. Robust beamformers have been
designed to oﬀer performance that does not degrade abruptly in the presence of er-
rors. This is at the cost of performance when no errors at present. All the robust
beamformers require some form of parameter that needs to be determined. The choice
of the parameters creates a tradeoﬀ between optimal performance and robustness. In
speech based applications many of the parameters are not easily defined.
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The beamformers designed use increasing amounts of information. The data-
independent beamformers only require the location of the array elements and the
sources. The common ideal beamformers use the second order statistics of the sources
and the noise in order to improve performance. There are no ideal beamformers that
utilise the fourth order statistics of the sources or the complex kurtosis of speech
in order to further improve performance. The robust beamformers assume diﬀerent
amount of knowledge to determine how the steering vectors vary in practice, but not
based on models of the acoustic propagation channels.
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Chapter 7
Robust Beamforming in the STFT
Domain
In this chapter, we design a beamformer that is robust to position uncertainties in the
sources and microphones and also to the channel variations discussed in Chapter 5.
It diﬀers from the robust beamformers described in Sec. 6.6 in having design param-
eters that are directly related to the causes of performance variation. We derive the
optimal beamformer weights that maximise the expected SNR. Initially, we consider
only the eﬀects of time delay uncertainties when deriving the optimal weights. The
resulting robust beamformer is compared over random simulated geometries to other
beamformers in the presence of phase uncertainties. The beamformer design method
is then extended to utilise the directivity patterns of a human talker and we show
that this results in further performance gains over traditional beamformers.
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7.1 Beamformer weights design
In this chapter, we utilise the extended array data model, (5.7), from Chapter 5 to
introduce an unknown random phase contribution to each of the propagation coeﬃ-
cients in order to create robust beamformers. This is given by
D = D  exp(j!kT˜), (7.1)
where   denotes element-by-element multiplication, !k represents the angular fre-
quency relating to frequency index k, T˜ represents the zero-mean Gaussian variations
in the propagation path time delays and D represents the propagation coeﬃcients
from the conventional deterministic model.
In the following we utilise the vector form of the array data:
x (l, k) = Ds (l, k) + v (l, k) , (7.2)
where x,v 2 CM⇥1, s 2 CP⇥1 and D 2 CM⇥P .
Beamformer designs usually rely on the expected value of the array data covari-
ance,
⌦
xxH
↵
. Using (7.2) and (7.1) we can expand
⌦
xxH
↵
as
⌦
xxH
↵
=
⌦
DssHDH
↵
+
⌦
vvH
↵
(7.3)
Assuming that all sources are independent we have:
⌦
ssH
↵
= diag
 ⌦|s1|2↵ . . . ⌦|sP |2↵  . (7.4)
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As the source power covariance matrix is diagonal and the propagation coeﬃcients
are independent of the source power we can expand the first term in (7.3) as
⌦
DssHDH
↵
=
X
a
⌦|sa|2↵ ⌦dadHa ↵ . (7.5)
The propagation coeﬃcient covariance matrix,
⌦
dadHa
↵
, is expanded in (5.10). Thus
the first term is simplified as
⌦
DssHDH
↵
✏,'
=
PX
a=1
⌦|sa|2↵ d¯✏ad¯⇤'a exp✓ !2k2  ⌦t˜2✏a↵+ ⌦t˜2'a↵  2 ⌦t˜✏at˜'a↵ 
◆
. (7.6)
Each term in the above expression is known or can be approximated. The propagation
uncertainty covariances,
⌦
t˜✏at˜'a
↵
, depend on the paths from source a to microphones
✏ and ' and are derived in Chapter 5.
7.2 Simulations
Applying (7.3) to a distributed beamformer shows how the weights are changed when
we consider the diﬀerent types of propagation uncertainties. To validate the per-
formance of the proposed robust beamformer we first use an illustrative example
consisting of one source and four microphones considering only propagation time
uncertainties. We then consider the average results over many diﬀerent source and
microphone geometries with up to 50 microphones. Finally, we consider the per-
formance over the same geometries but in the presence of position uncertainties in
addition to the path delay uncertainties.
The following results were generated using the parameters   = 0.2 and 2 =
1.7 ⇥ 10 8. We consider two types of noise, v = v⌘ + v, where v⌘ is sensor noise
and v is spatially diﬀuse noise. White Gaussian sensor noise, v⌘, is added to each
microphone in the time domain at  90 dB, relative to the desired source power,
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Figure 7.1: Microphone and source locations within a room
before being transformed into the STFT domain. Diﬀuse noise is generated at each
microphone in the STFT domain using the following covariance matrix, [113, 114]:
hvv⇤i(✏,') =  
sin
 
!k
c km¯✏   m¯'k
 
!k
c km¯✏   m¯'k
, (7.7)
where c is the expected propagation speed and   =  80 dB is the expected power
of the diﬀuse field.
7.2.1 Four element array
We consider the distributed beamformer consisting of four microphones, as illustrated
in Fig. 7.1. A single source is at position (0.5m 0.5m). Microphone M1 is placed
at (0.5m 5m). Microphones M2, M3 and M4, are placed, perpendicular to M1,
approximately along the same path, at distances of 0.4m, 0.5m and 0.6m from the
y-axis respectively. We initially consider uncertainties due to channel speed uncer-
tainties. The corresponding covariances from the channel uncertainty model, (5.25),
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Figure 7.2: Covariance between microphone signals x3 and x' in the absence of noise,
a (3,').
are given by
⌦
t˜✏1t˜'1
↵
C
= 5.15⇥ 10 8
266664
1 0.041 0.041 0.043
0.041 1 0.981 0.924
0.041 0.981 1 0.981
0.043 0.924 0.981 1
377775 . (7.8)
The paths from the source to microphones M2, M3 and M4 approximately coincide
and we see from the above covariance matrix that their delays are strongly correlated.
In contrast, the path from the source to M1 does not overlap the paths to the other
microphones and we see from the low oﬀ-diagonal values in the first row and column
that the delays are largely uncorrelated. Fig. 7.2 shows the correlation of microphones
M3 and M' in the absence of noise, as a function of frequency:
a (✏,') , exp
✓
 !
2
k
2
 ⌦
t˜2✏1
↵
+
⌦
t˜2'1
↵  2 ⌦t˜✏1t˜'1↵ ◆ .
The bottom line represents microphone M1, its covariance decreases with frequency
faster than that of M2 and M4, which are represented by the middle lines.
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This shows that the path delay deviations from P1 are similar acrossM2,M3 and
M4. Thus a beamformer that uses the phase diﬀerence between microphones is still
able to rely onM2,M3 andM4, but not onM1. As the phase errors are proportional
to frequency this distinction becomes more important at higher frequencies. At the
highest frequencies, the paths to M2 and M4 are not well correlated with that of
M3, in which case we should no longer combine any microphones.
7.2.1.1 Beamformer weights
Utilising the change in covariance we can design beamformer weights that are robust
to these channel deviations in a given array geometry.
To illustrate these eﬀects, we compare two alternative designs of the SNR optimal
beamformer from Sec. 6.4. The optimal weights are the entries of the eigenvector
corresponding to the maximal eigenvalue,  max, of the matrix B [95]:
B = V 1
⌦|s˜|2↵ ⌦d1dH1 ↵
Bw =  maxw. (7.9)
The weights are constrained so that there is unity gain for the desired source, wHd¯1 =
1.
First, the original weights, when the propagation coeﬃcients are taken from the
conventional deterministic model,
D , D, (7.10)
and second, the proposed weights, when we include both channel speeds and positional
uncertainties from (7.1):
D , D  exp(j!kT˜). (7.11)
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Figure 7.3: Spatial A-weighted gain of the array (dB) for the traditional SNR beam-
former, (7.10), (left) and the robust beamformer (right), (7.11).
To compare the two approaches we compute the SNR of each beamformer:
SNR =
⌦|s˜|2↵wH ⌦d1dH1 ↵w
wHVw
,
where D , D   exp(j!kT˜). The expected speech power,
⌦|s˜|2↵, is taken from the
long-term average speech spectra (LTASS) [20] as described in Chapter (3).
Applying a traditional, (7.10), and robust beamformer, (7.11), to the example
shown in Sec. 7.2.1 demonstrates the robustness of the proposed beamformer. The
spatial response of each beamformer was computed. Figure 7.3 shows the resulting
A-weighted gain of the array, wH
⌦
ddH
↵
w, for each position, d, in the plane of the
source. In the left plot, the traditional beamformer, (7.10), shows an increase in gain
in the region surrounding microphone M1, which indicates that there is significant
gain inM1. The proposed beamformer, (7.11), shown in the right plot, does not have
a large gain in the region around microphone M1. The signal from this microphone
has been given a low weight because the propagation path uncertainties mean that
its phase relative to the other microphone signals is very variable.
In the zoomed response of the traditional beamformer, shown in the left plot of
Fig. 7.4, we can see that there is large variation in the gain with respect to position
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Figure 7.4: Spatial A-weighted gain of the array (dB) for the traditional SNR beam-
former, (7.10), (left) and the robust beamformer (right), (7.11), zoomed in at the
source position.
around the source location. If the source moves by 1 cm, the response changes by up
to 15 dB. The robust beamformer, (7.11), however, has a much smoother response,
as such a similar change in position gives rise to a change of around 5 dB. Therefore
the proposed beamformer is more robust to time based uncertainties.
7.2.2 Performance over random geometries
Fig. 7.5 shows the improvement in SNR comparing beamformers designed with (7.10)
and (7.11) across 300 random array geometries, with a single source and up to 50
microphones. The positions of the source and microphones were chosen indepen-
dently from a uniform distribution. The mean gain in SNR of the robust beamformer
weights against the conventional weights increases with frequency. The more micro-
phones present, the more beneficial the robust weights. As frequency increases, the
eﬀect of time delay variations on phase become larger. Thus the performance of the
conventional method, (7.10), starts to degrade. However the robust weights design,
(7.11), still performs well, thus the SNR improvement increases with frequency. Also
the robust beamformer always provides a positive average SNR improvement, even
when uncertainties are not an issue, such as at low frequencies. The performance
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Figure 7.5: The mean expected SNR gain of the robust beamformer, (7.11), includ-
ing channel deviations, compared to the conventional beamformer, (7.10), against
frequency, for diﬀerent numbers of microphones.
benefits taper oﬀ at high frequency. When the uncertainties are large enough the
beamformer only uses the microphone with the best SNR, and additional path delay
uncertainties do not cause further degradation. The benefit of the robust beamformer
design increases with the number of microphones in the array; with a single micro-
phone there is no benefit at all whereas with 50 microphones the approach gives an
SNR improvement of up to 4 dB.
Position uncertainties In addition to the eﬀects of path delay uncertainty, we
now consider uncertainties in the the positions of the sources and microphones. The
position errors are independently chosen from Gaussian distributions using parame-
ters  m = 0.05m and  p = 0.05m, and the contribution to T˜ is defined in (5.17).
Fig. 7.6 shows the results from including source and microphone position errors. We
see further gains in the performance over the conventional beamformer, particularly at
frequencies below 2 kHz. The position errors cause an additional phase diﬀerence that
increases with frequency. The performance of the proposed robust weights, (7.11),
are not aﬀected as much. Thus the SNR gains are further improved with frequency.
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Figure 7.6: The mean expected SNR gain of the robust beamformer, (7.11), including
channel deviations and position errors, compared to the conventional beamformer,
(7.10), against frequency, for diﬀerent numbers of microphones.
7.3 Amplitude uncertainties
We can extend the robust time domain beamformer to the amplitude uncertainties
arising from the rotation of the talker’s head that were discussed in Sec. 5.5. This
will improve robustness to a random head rotation for each source. In order to utilise
the head rotations model we incorporate the amplitude uncertainties matrix into the
array data covariance:
D , D  H˜  exp
⇣
j!kT˜
⌘
. (7.12)
The contribution of the sources to the array data covariance matrix,
⌦
xxH
↵
, can be
expanded using (5.31) as:
⌦
DssHDH
↵
✏,'
=
PX
a=1
⌦|sa|2↵ d¯✏ad¯⇤'a Dh˜✏ah˜'aE exp✓ !2k2  ⌦t˜2✏a↵+ ⌦t˜2'a↵  2 ⌦t˜✏at˜'a↵ 
◆
.
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Figure 7.7: The sources are directed on average towards each other.
The head rotations which make up the amplitude uncertainties,
D
h˜✏ah˜'a
E
, are formed
from a known uniform distribution and are computed following the derivation in
Sec. 5.5.2.2.
7.3.1 Illustrative example
Consider the array geometry consisting of two sources (P2 is an interferer) and two
microphones, shown in Fig. 7.7. The sources independently rotate with an orienta-
tion uniformly distributed in the range ±45°and on average are both facing towards
M2. The amplitude uncertainty covariances,
D
h˜✏ah˜'a
E
, for each source are shown in
Fig. 7.8. Since both microphones are in the same direction relative to source P1, they
will experience the same amplitude variations as the source rotates, as illustrated in
the upper plot. However, since the microphones are on opposite sides of the interferer,
P2, the channel directions are diﬀerent and the amplitude uncertainties will not be
well correlated, as shown in the lower plot. The microphone, M1, behind P2 has a
larger attenuation compared to M2.
The magnitudes of the weights resulting from a traditional SNR beamformer,
(7.10), and an amplitude uncertainties robust beamformer, (7.12), are shown in
Fig. 7.9. The traditional SNR beamformer, shown in the left plot, attempts to re-
move the contribution of the interferer, P2, by subtracting M1 from M2 and so that
the weights of the two microphone signals have opposite signs. As the distance from
source P2 to each microphone is the same, the magnitude of each weight is the same.
However when the eﬀect of the head rotation model is considered the interferer is no
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Figure 7.8: The covariance in amplitude uncertainties across diﬀerent channels for
each source, P1 - top, P2 - bottom.
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Figure 7.9: The weights magnitude for a traditional, (7.10), and robust beamformer,
(7.12).
longer matched across the two microphones. The amplitude at M1 is much less than
that ofM2, therefore it is not fully cancelled. The resulting expected A-weighted SNR
for the traditional beamformer is 14.7 dB. Generally, beamformers which attempt to
create spatial zeros for interference will suﬀer larger performance degradations.
The robust beamformer, (7.12), attenuates the weight for M2 in order to rescale
the expected amplitude of the interferer to match M1. As such the cancellation of
the interferer is more successful and gives an expected A-weighted SNR of 22.9 dB.
At higher frequencies the contribution of the interference power from P2 that is
present at M1 is small enough to be similar in power to the noise contributions,
from diﬀuse and sensor noise. Therefore we no longer wish to scale M2 to match
the power contributions of the interference as the noise will reduce the SNR. The
weights magnitude from 2 kHz to 8 kHz varies rapidly. This is due to the diﬀuse
noise, which is a function of the position of the two microphones, as shown in (7.7).
The correlation in diﬀuse noise power varies based on the relationship between the
wavelength and the microphone separation, which causes the periodic oscillation seen
at high frequencies.
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Figure 7.10: The median expected SNR gain of the amplitude uncertainties robust
beamformer, (7.12), compared to the conventional beamformer, (7.10), against fre-
quency, for diﬀerent head rotation ranges.
7.3.2 Performance over random geometries
The rotation range of each source will change the amplitude uncertainties across
each channel, as seen in Fig. 5.10. Thus the resulting beamformer weights and SNR
performance will vary based on the rotation range. The gain in SNR of the amplitude
uncertainties robust beamformer, (7.12), over the traditional beamformer, (7.10), was
calculated over 100 random array geometries. The 100 geometries were chosen to
cover a range of SNRs between -15 and 15 dB for the best case microphone. In each
scenario there were 10 microphones and 4 sources. Each source rotates randomly and
uniformly within a specified range, and is directed on average to a random direction.
The median SNR gain was taken over all geometries and the results are shown for each
rotation range in Fig. 7.10. As the rotation range increases, the performance gains
decrease. A smaller rotation range creates a larger diﬀerence in expected amplitude
between diﬀerent channel directions, which increases the performance degradation of
the traditional beamformer. As previously noted, the performance gains are limited
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Figure 7.11: The median expected SNR gain of the amplitude uncertainties robust
beamformer, (7.12), compared to the conventional beamformer, (7.10), against fre-
quency, for diﬀerent numbers of sources.
at higher frequencies where the directivity means the low received source power is
comparable to that of the noise.
To assess the eﬀect of varying the number of interfering sources, the average
performance of the amplitude uncertainties robust beamformer, (7.12), was considered
for diﬀerent number of sources over 300 random array geometry simulations. The
setup consisted of 10 microphones and diﬀerent number of sources. Each source has
a random expected direction and a rotation range of ±22.5°. The 300 geometries
were chosen to cover a range of SNRs between -15 and 15 dB for the best case
microphone. The performance improvement in dB of the robust beamformer over
the traditional beamformer was taken and averaged over all rooms. The results are
shown in Fig. 7.11. The more sources present, the greater the SNR improvement of
the robust beamformer over the traditional beamformer.
The median A-weighted results over all frequencies and all 300 geometries relative
to the traditional SNR beamformer are shown in Fig. 7.12. As we introduce more
sources, the performance gains over the traditional beamformer increase. The more
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Figure 7.12: The median A-weighted expected SNR gain of the amplitude uncertain-
ties robust beamformer, (7.12), compared to the conventional beamformer, (7.10),
against frequency and the best microphone, for diﬀerent numbers of sources.
sources present, the more errors the traditional beamformers makes when attempting
to cancel the signal from interfering source.
7.4 Conclusions
In this chapter we have incorporated the propagation phase uncertainties model from
Chapter 5 into the design of a SNR optimal beamformer. We have demonstrated
that it is robust to the phase uncertainties and always results in performance im-
provements over the traditional beamformer, especially at high frequencies where the
resultant phase uncertainties are greatest. We have extended the robust beamformer
to incorporate human head directivity patterns to further improve its robustness and
performance gains over the traditional beamformer.
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Chapter 8
Robust Beamforming in the Power
Domain
We proposed a novel new beamformer approach which is based in both the linear
and power domains. The non-linear power domain processing of the microphone
signals gives a benefit to beamformer performance that cannot be exploited through
linear processing. Through simulation and experimental data the power beamformer
is compared with optimal amplitude domain beamformers. A statistical model is
used for the channel propagation and array geometry in order to create a robust
beamformer.
8.1 Introduction
In the last chapter, we described an SNR-optimal beamformer in the presence of
uncertainties in the propagation coeﬃcients. The propagation channel and the el-
ement positions are modeled as probabilistic functions by realistic distributions. A
well-defined closed-form beamformer was created which is robust to both.
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Many speech enhancement algorithms exist that manipulate speech signals in a
non-linear fashion, such as spectral subtraction [25, 26, 23], neural networks [115] and
particle filtering [116]. Beamforming, however, has been primarily limited to linear
processing. In this paper, we propose a novel two stage beamformer which separates
the processing of the phase and magnitude of the output signal. As we will show,
this non-linear approach allows for greater performance gains. The intelligibility of
human hearing is more sensitive to amplitude variations than phase changes [117],
therefore the weight design will concentrate on the derivation of optimal amplitude
weights.
The chapter will introduce the new framework of our power domain beamformer,
following this the optimal weights will be derived. Then, we will then present com-
prehensive simulation results and draw conclusions.
8.2 Two stage beamformer
In this section we proposed a novel two stage beamformer. The beamformer manip-
ulates the magnitude and phase of the separately as shown in the block diagram of
Figure 8.1. The M microphone signals are first transformed into the time-frequency
domain using the STFT (see Sec. 2.1.1), each frequency bin is processed indepen-
dently in the remainder of the block diagram. In each frequency bin, x 2 CM⇥1 is a
vector of complex STFT coeﬃcients.
Linear beamforming stage The first stage is a set of N linear beamformers in
the STFT domain. The output of this first stage is y 2 CN⇥1, where each element
represents the output of a diﬀerent beamformer. The weights used to obtain the first
stage beamformers will be denoted W 2 CM⇥N . The output from the first stage is
formulated as:
y = WHx. (8.1)
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Figure 8.1: Block diagram of two stage beamformer, a thick line indicates a vector, a
thin line indicates a scalar.
Power beamformer stage The second stage beamformer acts in the power domain
to combine the outputs of the first stage beamformers. The first stage beamformer
outputs are converted into the power domain, before being combined with another
set of weights, g, to give the power domain beamformer output, u:
u = gT |y|·2 , (8.2)
where |·|·2 represents the element by element magnitude squared. Without loss of
generality we can take the elements of g to have absolute value of 1 by scaling the
corresponding columns of W appropriately.
Substituting (8.1) into (8.2) gives
u = gTdiag
 
WHxxHW
 
= tr
 
GWHxxHW
 
, where G =
2664
g1 0
. . .
0 gN
3775
= tr
 
WGWHxxH
 
, (8.3)
where diag (A) =
h
a11 . . . aNN
iT
and tr (·) is the trace operator.
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We introduce the Hermitian matrix
F =WGWH 2 CM⇥M (8.4)
which represents the combined weights of the first and second stage beams:
u = tr
 
FxxH
 
. (8.5)
Output signal construction As u is in the power domain, we need to construct
the time domain output which requires a choice of amplitude and phase. The power
domain weights, g, are not constrained to force the power, u, to be non-negative;
accordingly, as is done in spectral subtraction [23], we half-wave rectify u using the
max operator.
To determine the phase of the output signal we use another linear beamformer,
where the weights, wMVDR are chosen from a MVDR beamformer, with the distor-
tionless response for the desired source. The weights, wMVDR, are applied to the
microphone signals as a normal beamformer to form a single output: y˜ = wHMVDRx,
of which only the phase is used.
The output of the power beamformer, z, in the amplitude domain is constructed
as:
z =
p
max (u, 0)
wHMVDRx
|wHMVDRx|
. (8.6)
8.3 Optimal weights formulation
The combined weights, F, are chosen to minimise the minimum squared error (MSE)
between the power beamformer output and the power of the desired speech source:
min
hD 
u  |s˜|2 2Ei = minF ⇥⌦u2↵  2 ⌦us˜s˜H↵+ ⌦|s˜|4↵⇤ , (8.7)
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(8.11)
where |·| is the magnitude operator, s˜ is the desired source taken from s and h·i is
the expectation operator. Substituting u = tr
 
FxxH
 
from (8.5) gives
min
hD 
u  |s˜|2 2Ei = (8.8)
minF
⇥⌦
tr2
 
FxxH
 ↵  2 ⌦tr  FxxH  s˜s˜H↵+ ⌦|s˜|4↵⇤ .
The optimisation is solved by setting the derivative of the MSE in (8.7) to zero:
d
dF
D 
u  |s˜|2 2E = 2 ⌦tr  FxxH x⇤xT↵  2 ⌦x⇤xT s˜s˜H↵ = 0, (8.9)
where x⇤ is the element by element complex conjugate of x. Indexing the elements
of the matrix equation (8.9) with ",' 2 [1,M ] gives a set of M2 linear equations:
⌦
tr
 
FxxH
 
x"x
⇤
'
↵
=
X
⌧,⇢
⌦
x"x
⇤
'x⇢x
⇤
⌧
↵
= f⌧,⇢
⌦
x⇤"x's˜s˜
H
↵
, (8.10)
where f⌧,⇢ is the (⌧, ⇢) element of F. This set of M2 linear equations in the M2 un-
known elements of F can be written in the form QF : = r, where Q 2 CM2⇥M2
and F : is the vectorization of F, obtained by concatenating its columns F :=
[f1,1 . . . fM,1 . . . fM,M ]
T . This is expanded in (8.11) at the top of the page. Since
F is Hermitian, by decomposing the oﬀ-diagonal f⌧,⇢ into real and imaginary parts,
(8.10) can be converted into a set of M2 real-valued equations. There are several
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symmetries present in Q that can be exploited to reduce the computation needed to
solve the equations.
The solution F: = Q 1r, can then be converted back into the unique matrix, F,
that solves (8.7).
8.3.1 Decomposing F
In order to implement the beamformer we need to decompose F into its constituent
parts: F = WGWH , where G must be a diagonal matrix consisting of values from
the set { 1, 0,+1}.
F can be decomposed with eigendecomposition, where B are eigenvectors and C
is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues:
F = BCBH . (8.12)
As F is Hermitian the eigenvalues are real. In order to satisfy the constraints on
G we rescale the eigenvalues, C, to form our desired G:
C = CˆGCˆH , (8.13)
where the component parts can be computed as:
Cˆ =
p
|C| (8.14)
G = sign (C) ,
where
p|C| represents the element by element square root of C. The magnitude of
C is taken because F is not necessarily positive definite and may have some negative
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eigenvalues. Substituting back into F gives:
F = BCˆGCˆHBH (8.15)
=
⇣
BCˆ
⌘
G
⇣
BCˆ
⌘H
,
which now matches the desired form of the beamformer weights:
F = WGWH . (8.16)
This allows us to set the first stage beamformer weights to the scaled eigenvectors:
W = BCˆ. (8.17)
G will have maximum rank M , from the number of columns of W, therefore the
number of beamformers, N , required to generate this optimum F is bounded by
N M .
8.4 Finding component expectations
In order to form (8.11) we needs to compute the expectations which form Q and r,
specifically
⌦
x"x⇤'x⇢x
⇤
⌧
↵
and
⌦
x"x⇤'s˜s˜
H
↵
. This section details the various expansions
needed to compute these terms.
8.4.1 Quartic in x
The first term, needed to form Q,
⌦
x"x⇤'x⇢x
⇤
⌧
↵
, can be expanded by substituting the
expression for x✏ = dT✏ s+ v✏, from (6.1), where the row vector dT✏ =
h
d✏,1 . . . d✏,P
i
.
The noise and speech terms are assumed to be independent and zero-mean, hs✏vi = 0,
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and also have independent real and imaginary parts with equal variances; it follows
that, hs✏s✏i = 0, hv✏v✏i = 0. If s = u + jv, hs2i = hu2i   hv2i + 2j huvi which
is zero provided hu2i = hv2i . The sources are assumed to be independent, so that
hsas⇤bi = 0, a 6= b. With the above assumptions we can simplify the quartic expression
to the following:
⌦
x✏x
⇤
'x⇢x
⇤
⌧
↵
=
X
a,b,c,d
⌦
d✏,ad
⇤
',bd⇢,cd
⇤
⌧,d
↵ hsas⇤bscs⇤di (8.18)
+
⌦
v✏v
⇤
'v⇢v
⇤
⌧
↵
+
X
a
hsas⇤ai
 ⌦
d✏,ad
⇤
',a
↵ hv⇢v⇤⌧ i+ ⌦d✏,ad⇤⌧,a↵ ⌦v⇤'v⇢↵
+
⌦
d⇤',ad⇢,a
↵ hv✏v⇤⌧ i+ ⌦d⇢,ad⇤⌧,a↵ ⌦v✏v⇤'↵  .
A full derivation is given in Appendix B.1.
Quartic speech term A similar analysis can be applied to the quartic speech term,
which appears in the above so that it simplifies to:
X
a,b,c,d
⌦
d✏,ad
⇤
',bd⇢,cd
⇤
⌧,d
↵ hsas⇤bscs⇤di = PX
a=1
⌦
d✏,ad
⇤
',ad⇢,ad
⇤
⌧,a
↵ ⌦|sa|4↵ (8.19)
+
P 1X
a=1
PX
b=a+1
⌦|sa|2↵ ⌦|sb|2↵⌦
d✏,ad
⇤
',ad⇢,bd
⇤
⌧,b + d✏,ad
⇤
',bd⇢,bd
⇤
⌧,a
+d✏,bd
⇤
',ad⇢,ad
⇤
⌧,b + d✏,bd
⇤
',bd⇢,ad
⇤
⌧,a
↵
.
A full derivation is shown in Appendix B.1.1.
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8.4.2 Quadratic in x
The second term, needed to form r, the right side of (8.11):
r ,
⌦
x"x
⇤
's˜s˜
H
↵
=
X
p
⌦
d",pd
⇤
',p
↵ ⌦
sps
⇤
ps˜s˜
⇤↵+ ⌦v"v⇤'↵ hs˜s˜⇤i .
=
⌦
d",1d
⇤
',1
↵ ⌦|s˜|4↵+ ⌦v"v⇤'↵ ⌦|s˜|2↵ (8.20)
+
⌦|s˜|2↵ PX
p=2
⌦
d",pd
⇤
',p
↵ ⌦|sp|2↵ .
8.4.3 Noise expectations
The noise expectations required in (8.18) and (8.20) are the quartic term,
⌦
v✏v⇤'v⇢v
⇤
⌧
↵
,
and the quadratic term
⌦
v✏v⇤'
↵
. For the remainder of the chapter and the simulations
we model the additive noise as a combination of independent Gaussian acoustic sensor
noise, v⌘, and diﬀuse noise, v:
v = v⌘ + v. (8.21)
The quadratic noise term,
⌦
v✏v⇤'
↵
, can be split into its component parts, as each
noise contribution is independent:
⌦
v✏v
⇤
'
↵
=
⌦
v⌘,✏v
⇤
⌘,'
↵
+
⌦
v,✏v
⇤
,'
↵
, (8.22)
where each term is taken directly from the noise covariance matrices, in which⌦
v⌘,✏v⇤⌘,'
↵
= 0, for ✏ 6= '.
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The quartic noise covariance,
⌦
v✏v⇤'v⇢v
⇤
⌧
↵
, can also be expanded with (8.21) to
produce the following result:
⌦
v✏v
⇤
'v⇢v
⇤
⌧
↵
=
⌦
v⌘,✏v
⇤
⌘,'v⌘,⇢v
⇤
⌘,⌧
↵
+
⌦
v,✏v
⇤
,'v,⇢v
⇤
,⌧
↵
(8.23)
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.
As the noise terms are multivariate Gaussians, the remaining quartic terms⌦
v⌘,✏v⇤⌘,'v⌘,⇢v
⇤
⌘,⌧
↵
and
⌦
v,✏v⇤,'v,⇢v
⇤
,⌧
↵
can be expanded using a complex form of Is-
serlis’ theorem, [118, 119]:
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⇤
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↵
.
8.4.4 Uncertainties model
In order to ensure that the beamformer is robust to the uncertainties in the propa-
gation channels, we use the uncertainties model from Chapter 5, in which the propa-
gation coeﬃcients, D, are modeled each with a probabilistic distribution:
D , D  H˜  exp
⇣
j!kT˜
⌘
. (8.26)
The uncertainty covariance matrices,
⌦
d✏,ad⇤',ad⇢,bd
⇤
⌧,b
↵
and
⌦
d",ad⇤',a
↵
, that are required
in (8.18) to (8.20) have been derived in Chapter 5, (5.31) and (5.42).
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8.5 Simulations
The following sections describe the setup for the simulations.
LTASS assumption For the tests we assume the sources in the room are speech.
In practice the expected values for the speech power,
⌦|s|2↵, and the speech squared-
power,
⌦|s|4↵, may not be known. We assume the talkers are represented by the
long-term average speech spectra (LTASS) [20]. This gives an estimate for the speech
power,
⌦|s|2↵. The speech squared-power, ⌦|s|4↵, was found using the complex kurto-
sis, ↵!, described in Chapter 3, (3.2), based on the TIMIT dataset [56]:
↵! =
⌦|s!|4↵⌦|s!|2↵2 . (8.27)
STFT frame length Considering the case of a fixed weighted beamformer. The
weights are not changing with time. For time domain beamformers we do not require
that the sources are stationary with time. Therefore we have no constraints on the
frame length of the STFT analysis window. We could apply the weights along the
FFT of the whole time domain signal.
In the power domain case, we utilise the complex kurtosis from Chapter 3. The
complex kurtosis relies on the statistics of speech sources and therefore assumes that
the speech source power is stationary with time. The analysis window length must
ensure that the speech signal can be assumed stationary within the frame. The
window length will direct aﬀect the complex kurtosis.
If the channel propagation delays are long enough, energy from the source signal
can be shifted to a later analysis frame of the beamformer output. Longer frames
increase the chances that the analysis window will contain frames of the source and
output of the same point. The frame length chosen for the analysis of the power
domain beamformer is 64 ms.
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Expected MSE After computing the optimal beamformers weights, the expected
MSE in each frequency band can be computed as a function of F as follows from
(8.8):
MSE = &4
⌦
tr2
 
FxxH
 ↵  2&2 ⌦tr  FxxH  s˜s˜H↵+ ⌦|s˜|4↵ , (8.28)
where & is a constant to scale the output signal. One can expand
⌦
tr2
 
FxxH
 ↵
to
the following:
⌦
tr2
 
FxxH
 ↵
=
X
',✏,⌧,⇢
f',✏f⌧,⇢
⌦
x✏x
H
' x⇢x
H
⌧
↵
, (8.29)
where the quartic,
⌦
x✏x⇤'x⇢x
⇤
⌧
↵
, can be simplified as in (8.18).
The second term,
⌦
tr
 
FxxH
 
s˜s˜H
↵
, is expanded as follows:
⌦
tr
 
FxxH
 
s˜s˜H
↵
= tr
 
F
⌦
xxH s˜s˜H
↵ 
, (8.30)
which is a function of
⌦
x"x⇤'s˜s˜
H
↵
, which was expanded above in (8.20).
The MSE from (8.28) is computed for each frequency band independently. The
MSE is normalised with respect to the expected signal power and then A-Weighted
[18] to emphasis the importance of the ear as a receiver:
ESTFT =
N!X
!=1
A!
 
MSE!⌦|s˜!|4↵
!
. (8.31)
The results are presented in dB, as the MSE is in the power-squared domain, a
factor of 5 is used:
ESTFT (dB) = 5 log10 ESTFT, (8.32)
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where the expression for dB includes a factor of 5 because the MSE is in the power-
squared domain.
The ESTFT and other metrics are aﬀected by scaling the amplitude of the beam-
former output. The metric reduces if there is mismatch between the desired signal in
the reference and the beamformer output. The optimal scaling factor, &, to minimise
the ESTFT can be found from:
&2 =
PN!
!=1
A!h|s˜! |4i
⌦
tr
 
FxxH
 
!
s˜!s˜H!
↵
PN!
!=1
A!h|s˜! |4i htr
2 (FxxH)i!
, (8.33)
where a full derivation is shown in B.2.
Expected SNR The expected SNR from the beamformer weights can be computed
as the weighted ratio of speech power to noise and interference power:
SNR (dB) = 10 log10
PN!
!=1A!tr
 
F
⌦
d1dH1
↵ ⌦|s˜|2↵ 
!PN!
!=1A!tr (FV)!
. (8.34)
We assume the half-wave rectification of u has no eﬀect on the SNR. The power
domain beamformer implicitly performs spectral subtraction which in some cases
results in a very high expected SNR since the expected interference power is exactly
cancelled.
Generating input signals In the tests which required actual speech signals, the
following procedure was used. Each source, both desired and interferences, was formed
by concatenating TIMIT sentences [56] from a single talker comprising approximately
9s of speech each. The STFT of each source is taken in order to form s. The source
and microphone positions were used to generate the expected propagation coeﬃcients,
D, per frequency per channel and also the uncertainties matrices from Sec. 8.4.4. The
variance in source position is set to 10 cm and the variance in microphone position is
set to 0.5 cm.
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The time uncertainties covariance matrices,
⌦
t˜✏,at˜',b
↵
, were used to generate time
uncertainties, T˜ 2 CM⇥P , for each time frame. Gaussian noise was low-pass filtered
across time frames using a second order Butterworth filter whose cut-oﬀ frequency
was chosen to limit the rate of change in the channel coeﬃcients, t˜✏,a, to 0.2 ms/s,
thus the channels are randomly evolving with time in a controlled manner.
We consider two types of noise, v = v⌘ + v, where v⌘ is sensor noise and v is
spatially diﬀuse noise. White Gaussian sensor noise, v⌘, is added to each microphone
in the time domain at  90 dB relative to the desired source power, before being
transformed into the STFT domain. Diﬀuse noise is generated at each microphone
in the STFT domain using the following relationship, [113, 114]:
hvv⇤i(✏,') =  
sin
 
!k
c km¯✏   m¯'k
 
!k
c km¯✏   m¯'k
, (8.35)
where c is the expected propagation speed and   =  80 dB is the expected power
of the diﬀuse field relative to the desired source power.
Comparison beamformers The performance of the proposed Robust Power
Domain Beamformer (RPDB) is compared to five competing methods as detailed
below.
BestM (Best microphone): the expected SNR at each microphone is computed
and the microphone with the highest SNR is used, all other microphones are ignored.
MVDR: the MVDR beamformer weights from (6.8), [97].
SNRrob: the robust SNR beamformer from Chapter 7, [66].
Oracle: an adaptive tracking beamformer was designed which is given oracle
knowledge of the true source positions and propagation delays.. It follows the low-
passed true time uncertainties applied to each propagation channel. The weights are
computed using an MVDR beamformer. It always tracks the desired source and in-
terferers successfully and therefore represents an upper limit on the performance of
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Figure 8.2: Geometry for the explained example
an adaptive tracking beamformer. In practice, low SNR situations cause the perfor-
mance of tracking algorithms to fail and so a practical beamformer would perform
less well that this.
8.6 Simulation results
We first consider the case of time-based uncertainties only, leading to
D , D  exp
⇣
j!kT˜
⌘
.
In the subsequent section we will expand the model to include the head rotations
model on each source.
8.6.1 Explained example
Consider the geometry shown in Fig. 8.2. This is an example of a distributed array
containing three microphones, one desired source (P1) and an interference source
(P2). Microphones M2 and M3 are separated by 40 cm.
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Figure 8.3: Covariance between microphone signals x3 and x' in the absence of noise,
a (3,').
The correlation between channel uncertainties increases with frequency. As micro-
phones M2 and M3 are located along a similar channel from each source the channel
uncertainties are well correlated across both. However asM1 is located along a diﬀer-
ent channel, the uncertainties along this channel are largely uncorrelated with those
along the channel to the other two microphones. Therefore the resulting phase dif-
ference along the channel to M1 is random relative to the phase diﬀerence of M2 or
M3. The uncertainties covariance:
a (✏,') , exp
✓
 !
2
k
2
 ⌦
t˜2✏1
↵
+
⌦
t˜2'1
↵  2 ⌦t˜✏1t˜'1↵ ◆ ,
between M3 and the other microphones is shown in Fig. 8.3, where it can be seen
that the covariance reduces at high frequencies more rapidly for the widely spaced
microphones M3 and M1. A beamformer that combines all microphones will result
in performance degradation.
A traditional SNR-optimal beamformer designs weights that utilise all three mi-
crophones as shown in Fig. 8.4. The weights oscillate in accordance to the phase
diﬀerence between the two close microphones; as the frequency axis is logarithmic
this spacing decreases in the positive x-axis. The robust SNR beamformer from
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Figure 8.4: Traditional SNR-optimal beamformer
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Figure 8.5: Robust SNR-optimal beamformer
Chapter 7 uses the time uncertainties correlation to reduces the emphasis on com-
bining microphones as frequency increases. As such we combine only M2 and M3 as
shown in Fig. 8.5, in which it can be seen that the weight applied to the M1 signal
is near zero at all frequencies.
The robust power domain beamformer weights utilise spectral subtraction to re-
move the interfering source. It creates three separate beamformers, two that combine
to select the desired source and one that focuses on the interference source. In the
power domain the interference beamformer is subtracted from the others resulting in
an improvement in SNR. The weights are shown in Fig. 8.6. The title reflects the
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Figure 8.6: Power domain beamformer weights, which create three separate beam-
formers. M1 is red, M2 is blue and M3 is green, the plot title represents the median
elements of g.
beams median weight in the power domain, where a + refers to addition and a  
refers to subtraction.
Each beam acts in a similar nature to the robust SNR-optimal beamformer, in
that they utilise combining fewer microphones at higher frequencies. However as the
phase uncertainties have a much smaller impact on the power of each frame, we can
still combine the powers of the beamformer outputs at high frequencies. As such the
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power domain beamformer subtracts the interference beam, beam 1, whilst adding
the other two beams. This causes spectral subtraction and helps to further remove
the interference source.
The beamformers were applied to simulated speech signals. The resulting signals
were evaluated with six metrics. These include the previously mentioned STFT do-
main MSE, (8.32), the expected SNR, (8.34), Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality
(PESQ) [12] and the Short-Time Objective Intelligibility [16]. To ensure the signals
were correctly time aligned, the weights for each beamformer were normalised so that
the desired source is processed with the same phase as a reference signal consisting
of only the desired source. The results are shown in the Table 8.1. The RPDB
Weights ESTFT SNR PESQ STOI
BestM -0.47 -3.04 1.35 0.51
MVDR -0.13 0.15 1.52 0.63
SNRrob -0.69 4.95 1.78 0.69
RPDB -2.85 12.36 1.99 0.77
Oracle -0.27 5.35 2.00 0.79
Table 8.1: Explained Example results
out-performs the other robust beamformers in all categories and oﬀers similar per-
formance to the Oracle beamformer. This is further evident from the spectrograms,
shown in Fig. 8.7. The power domain beamformer is closer to the original reference
signal than the MVDR beamformer output.
8.6.2 Performance over random geometries
In order to access the performance of the Robust Power Domain Beamformer a series
of tests were conducted over diﬀerent array geometries. The number of sources was
either one, two or four, and there were two, four or eight microphones. For each
scenario, the sources and microphones were placed in 50 diﬀerent random positions.
The rooms were varied in order to get a large range of SNRs for the best microphone
case.
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Figure 8.7: Spectrograms of output signals
For the case of eight microphones and four sources, the expected SNR of the output
signal is taken for each test and compared with the SNR of the best case microphone
in each test. The diﬀerence in performance is shown in the box plots in Figs. 8.8, and
the diﬀerence in PESQ is shown in Fig. 8.9. When there is no uncertainty present in
the propagation coeﬃcients, all beamformer designs produce a gain in expected SNR
against the best microphone. The RPDB produces an expected gain in SNR greater
than all other beamformers, including the oracle beamformer (Welch T-test p-value
3⇥10 3). As the beamformer is implemented in the power domain it can use spectral
subtraction to reduce interference and noise further than any linear beamformer.
When uncertainty is introduced into the element positions and the channel prop-
agation velocity, the performance of many of the beamformers degrades. Combining
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Figure 8.8: Improvement in expected SNR relative to the best microphone over 50
simulations, excluding and including uncertainties.
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Figure 8.9: Improvement in PESQ relative to the best microphone over 50 simulations,
excluding and including uncertainties.
multiple microphones, when the phase of each is not well known, causes poor results.
At high SNRs the best microphone outperforms the MVDR beamformer. The high
levels of uncertainty adversely aﬀects the performance of the MVDR beamformer
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Figure 8.10: The median Expected SNR against the number of microphones in the
array.
when combining microphones together, whereas this does not eﬀect the single micro-
phone case.
However the beamformers that are robust to the uncertainties do not suﬀer in the
same way. The RPDB beamformer is the best out of all the conventional beamformers
(RPDB>SNRrob Welch T-test p-value 0.015). The oracle beamformer represents the
best possible linear beamformer performance with a near perfecting tracking beam-
former, in reality this performance would not be achieved. However, the RPDB beam-
former oﬀers comparable performance to the oracle beamformer in SNR performance
and is close in PESQ.
Number of microphones The number of microphones in the array changes the
performance benefits of the RPDB over the competing beamformers. The results
in Fig. 8.10 shows the median A-weighted expected SNR for 50 random geometries
of diﬀerent number of microphones, in the presence of two sources, one of which is
an interferer. As the number of microphones increases the SNR of all beamformers
increase, as there are more channels available to extract the desired source. The
RPDB has similar performance gains over competing beamformers regardless of the
number of microphones.
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General results Across all 450 geometries the performance diﬀerence between each
beamformer and the best microphone case was found. The resulting performance
deviations were averaged over all geometries and presented below, where ESTFT is
lower-the-better and the remaining columns are higher-the-better.
The results shown in Table 8.2 include contributions for position and channel
uncertainties. The proposed RPDB demonstrates performance close to the oracle
Weights 4ESTFT (dB) 4SNR (dB) 4PESQ 4STOI
MVDR 1.07 1.28 0.16 0.17
SNRrob 1.09 1.75 0.18 0.17
RPDB -2.50 3.46 0.32 0.20
Oracle 0.64 3.20 0.34 0.22
Table 8.2: Average results over 450 geometries comparing the performance of each
beamformer.
beamformer and improves on average SNR over the oracle beamformer.
Robustness The RPDB requires knowledge of the ratio of fourth order moments
to second moments squared of the speech,
⌦|s˜|4↵ / ⌦|s˜|2↵2, as estimated using LTASS
and the complex kurtosis, (3.2). The performance when under and over scaling the
above ratio is investigated. The ratio is scaled by a scaling factor before the weights
are computed and the performance is measured. In this test four microphones and
two sources, one of which is an interferer, are used. Ten diﬀerent geometries are used
and results are averaged over all 10 for each scaling value, the results are shown in
Fig. 8.11. The results show a small change in PESQ with respect to large changes in⌦|s˜|4↵, thus the RPDB is not particularly sensitive to errors in ⌦|s˜|4↵.
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Figure 8.12: The two sources, P1 and P2, are on average facing each other.
8.7 Amplitude uncertainties
In the follow section we introduce amplitude uncertainties as well as time uncertainties
into the propagation coeﬃcients:
D , D¯  H˜  exp
⇣
j!kT˜
⌘
. (8.36)
8.7.1 Explained example
Consider the geometry consisting of two microphones and two sources shown in
Fig. 8.12. The two sources are on average facing towards each other, each has a
range of rotation equal to ±22.5°. The positions and channels are assumed time
varying with known statistics.
The weights of a power domain beamformer designed without the knowledge of
the amplitude uncertainties (RPDBnon) are shown in Fig. 8.13. Assuming no ampli-
tude uncertainties, the SNR at each microphone is  14 dB and  9.5 dB respectively.
Therefore, the beamformer attempts to subtract the signalM1 fromM2 in the power
domain. The interference power is assumed equal in each microphone, thus subtract-
ing one from the other should remove the interference. However, when we consider
the amplitude uncertainties the interference will not cancel correctly.
The amplitude uncertainties for the geometry are shown in Fig. 8.14. Similarly to
the example shown in Sec. 7.3.1, the power due to amplitude uncertainties from the
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Figure 8.13: The weights of each beamformer that comprise the RPDBnon. The top
beamformer is on average added in the power domain, the bottom beamformer is on
average subtracted in the power domain.
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Figure 8.15: The weights of each beamformer that comprise the RPDB. The top
beamformer is on average added in the power domain, the bottom beamformer is on
average subtracted in the power domain.
interference, P2, in the forwards direction,
D
h˜22h˜22
E
, is on average 15 times greater
than the power due to amplitude uncertainties observed behind the source,
D
h˜12h˜12
E
.
The power due to amplitude uncertainties observed from the desired source, P1, is the
same in each microphone,
D
h˜11h˜11
E
=
D
h˜12h˜12
E
. As much less power is seen behind
the interference source than in-front, the SNR for M1 has improved and the SNR
at each microphone is now  6.4 dB and  9.5 dB respectively. Using the amplitude
uncertainties we can design a robust power domain beamformer, RPDB. The resulting
weights are shown in Fig. 8.15. In contrast to RPDBnon, the robust beamformer
subtracts M2 from M1. The greater SNR at M1 means it is used as the basis for
the desired source. The weight for M2 in the second beamformer is chosen to match
the expected power of the interference in M2 to that of M1, thus when we subtract
in the power domain we maximise the resulting SNR. At higher frequencies the M2
weighting in the second beamformer reduces to reflect the increased directivity of the
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interference source, less interference power is observed at M1, so a smaller weight is
needed to match the expected power.
The resulting signals were measured with a series of metrics and the results are
shown in Table 8.3. The failed suppression of the interference in the RPDBnon causes
Weights ESTFT SNR PESQ STOI
BestM 0.03 -9.54 0.98 0.47
MVDR 0.07 -10.76 0.82 0.51
SNRrob -0.27 -3.89 1.51 0.65
RPDBnon 0.05 -10.33 0.92 0.50
RPDB -3.51 6.80 1.78 0.77
Table 8.3: Explained Example results
a large performance degradation, which means the performance of the amplitude
robust power domain beamformer (RPDB) surpassed all others.
8.7.2 Performance over random geometries
We consider the average performance over 700 random geometries consisting of up to
4 sources and 8 microphones. The sources used the directivity pattern of the head
and were constrained to a static random direction. The median performance gains
over the best case microphone are shown in Table 8.4. The power domain beamformer
Weights 4ESTFT (dB) 4SNR (dB) 4PESQ 4STOI
MVDR 0.00 1.72 0.09 0.15
SNRrob 0.00 2.51 0.16 0.17
RPDBnon -0.62 6.14 0.28 0.19
RPDB -1.72 6.25 0.31 0.22
Table 8.4: Average results over 700 geometries comparing the performance of each
beamformer.
has a small increase in performance over other beamformers by considering the voice
directivity pattern. The results will change with diﬀerent rotation ranges assumed
for the sources.
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8.8 Conclusions
In this contribution we have designed a novel power domain beamformer in which the
outputs from M independent linear beamformers are combined in the power domain.
The weights of the individual beamformers and the signs of their contributions in
the power domain are chosen to minimise the MSE in the STFT power domain. We
have compared the performance of the proposed beamformer against several com-
peting beamformers through simulations. In the absence of uncertainties, the power
domain beamformer gives performance gains that are not possible with a time domain
beamformer. When uncertainties in the steering vectors are taken into account, the
performance remains superior to competing methods.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion
9.1 Thesis summary
In this thesis we have presented an algorithm for dereverberation in the STFT domain
and methods of designing optimal robust beamformers, in the STFT domain and the
power domain, that make use of models of uncertainties in the channel propagation
coeﬃcients.
Chapter 4 detailed a novel algorithm for dereverberation in the STFT domain.
The approach utilises near by frames to remove reverberation. It overcomes the
shortfalls of the time domain algorithms. With knowledge of the impulse response
it can successfully remove significant amounts of reverberation at least up to -45 dB
DRR.
Beamformers exploit the spatial diversity of the acoustic sources in the environ-
ment in order to suppress interference and amplify a desired source location. Conven-
tional beamformers require that the propagation channels are deterministic function
of the source and microphone placements. However in reality, there are uncertain-
ties in the phase and magnitude responses of the source-microphone channels and
these uncertainties become larger with increasing microphone separation. In these
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circumstances the performance of conventional beamformers degrades. Robust ap-
proaches to beamforming reduce this degradation through diﬀerent methods. The
robust beamformer designs rely on tuning parameters whose choice is not always well
defined or based on the intended application of acoustic channels.
In Chapter 3 we introduced a detailed analysis of speech signals and the cor-
responding short time Fourier transform (STFT) coeﬃcients. We showed that a
Generalised complex Gaussian distribution provided a much better fit to the STFT
coeﬃcients of speech than the complex Gaussian distribution that is conventionally
used. We used the distribution to form complex kurtosis functions from the second
order STFT coeﬃcient statistics and the fourth order statistics. This allowed us to
design beamformers in Chapter 8 that use the fourth order statistics.
Realistic acoustic propagation channels were modeled in Chapter 5. The tradi-
tional models were extended to incorporate a series of uncertainties in both time and
amplitude. The time uncertainties model was validated with experimental data. The
amplitude uncertainties model was based on previous measurements of the human
head directivity pattern combined with a model of head rotation.
In Chapter 7 we derived a robust STFT domain beamformer, which uses the model
of channel propagation uncertainties from Chapter 5. We showed that the proposed
STFT domain beamformer is robust to time uncertainties and oﬀers performance
gains over competing beamformers under similar scenarios. Incorporating a random
head rotation model into each source made it possible to ensure robustness to the
direction in which the speaker is facing.
In Chapter 8 we introduced a novel beamformer that extends the traditional SFTF
domain beamformer into the power domain. If the microphones in an array are too
widely separated, the eﬀects of source movement and sound speed variations de-
stroy the phase correlations that are essential for eﬀective linear beamforming in the
STFT-domain. By performing beamforming in the power domain instead it is pos-
sible to take advantage of the strong inter-microphone correlations that exist in the
power domain even for widely separated microphones. We derived a power domain
beamformer that is optimal in the mean squared error sense and showed that it can
be decomposed into a set of linear STFT domain beamformers whose outputs are
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added or subtracted in the power domain. The design process automatically takes
advantage both of the phase correlations between closely spaced microphones at low
frequencies and of the power correlations between widely spaced microphones. It is
eﬀectively able to perform spectral subtraction on the output of optimally designed
linear beamformers to suppress interference and noise. On simulated data the per-
formance of the proposed power domain beamformer exceeds that of an ideal MVDR
beamformer. We utilise the uncertain propagation coeﬃcients to ensure robustness
to time and amplitude uncertainties, which prevents the performance degrading in
uncertain scenarios.
9.2 Future research
Outlined below are several directions in which the research could be taken further for-
wards. These have been divided into extensions of the acoustic propagation modeling
and to the power-domain robust beamformer.
9.2.1 Acoustic propagation modeling
The time uncertainties framework introduced is extensible to any uncertainty con-
tribution that can be modeled with its covariance. We have included two sources
of such uncertainty, however, there are many further cases that could be included.
For example, in primarily outdoor scenarios, the wind speed can play a factor in the
propagation speed. The component of the wind speed along the propagation channel
will directly add or subtract from the channel propagation speed.
Occlusions in the propagation channels can aﬀect the amplitude and phase of the
channel. Sound diﬀracts around objects which are similar in size to the wavelength
of the sound. Modeling occlusions will enhance the accuracy of the uncertainties.
Beamformers combined with visual tracking may be able to locate occlusions in order
to factor them into the propagation coeﬃcients.
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3D head rotations When modeling the variations in source radiation pattern due
to head movement we have only considered the radiation pattern within a horizontal
plane and assume that the head rotates only around a vertical axis. In many scenarios
this is a reasonable model, however it would be straightforward to extend the model
into three dimensions by incorporating the elevation into the direction of the talker.
In this case the directivity model can be decomposed into spherical harmonics, which
map over a sphere, instead of the circular Fourier basis.
Furthermore, both the time and amplitude uncertainty models would be made
more accurate by using data from measurements of the actual talker’s head. Knowl-
edge of the translation and rotation movements could be accurately incorporated in
the model.
9.2.2 Power domain beamformer
Extending Head Rotation Range The amplitude uncertainties robust beam-
former can be extended to larger ranges in head rotation. Current results for larger
head rotations oﬀer variable improvements. The expected MSE always gives an im-
provement, although the expected SNR does not always follow the same trend. The
performance gains in the STFT domain beamformer are more significant than those
of the power domain equivalent. One option would be to maximise the expected SNR
as a function of the power domain weights.
Reverberation model The power domain beamformer can be extended to rever-
berant environments by use of the propagation coeﬃcients, D. Each source reflects
oﬀ the surfaces in the room and creates several longer propagation paths, with each
separate path being represented by a diﬀerent propagation coeﬃcient. Reflection co-
eﬃcients can also be attributed into D by reducing the magnitude of the propagation
coeﬃcient with respect to the number of surfaces it has been reflected oﬀ. The result-
ing signal at the m-th microphone is the sum of all the path propagation coeﬃcients
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multiplied by the source coeﬃcients:
x✏ [l, k] ,
BX
b=1
PX
a=1
d✏a(b)sa [l, k] + v✏ [l, k] , (9.1)
where d✏a(b) is the b-th path from source a to microphone ✏, and we consider B
multi-paths in total. Alternatively in vector notation it is denoted as:
x =
BX
b=1
Dbs+ v.
Adaptive RPDB The proposed power domain beamformer can be formulated in
an adaptive manner by considering an initial solution and an update term. As the
optimal weights use the derivative of the MSE in the STFT domain, we can utilise
the same derivative in a gradient descent method. In which case the performance will
converge to the optimal weights.
Clipping eﬀects In this case we are clipping all resulting negative powers to 0.
However, diﬀerent clipping algorithms will have diﬀerent eﬀects on the resulting mu-
sical noise, [23, 120, 121, 122]. This is a well studied area of spectral subtraction,
and the results are easily applied to the clipping function in the power domain beam-
former.
Optimal Amplitude and Log Domain Beamformers The action of power do-
main beamformer presented in this thesis is similar to that of a speech enhancer that
uses spectral subtraction. It has been found in the speech enhancement literature
that the perceived quality of enhanced speech is often greater when minimizing errors
in the amplitude or log amplitude domains instead of the power domain. It is likely
that the ideas presented in this thesis could be extended into these domains.
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Appendix A
SNR-Optimal Beamformer
The SNR-optimal beamformer is described in Sec. 6.4. In the following section, the
beamformer weights are derived. The SNR is defined as:
SNR =
⌦|s˜|2↵wH ⌦d¯1d¯H1 ↵w
wHVw
.
It forms a generalised eigenvalue problem. In order to maximise the SNR, we take
the derivative and set it to zero.
d
dw
⌦|s˜|2↵wH ⌦d¯1d¯H1 ↵w
wHVw
= 2
⌦|s˜|2↵ ⌦d¯1d¯H1 ↵w
wHVw
  2
⌦|s˜|2↵wH ⌦d¯1d¯H1 ↵wVw
(wHVw)2
= 0
= wHVw
⌦
d¯1d¯
H
1
↵
w  wH ⌦d¯1d¯H1 ↵wVw = 0
wHVw
⌦
d¯1d¯
H
1
↵
w = wH
⌦
d¯1d¯
H
1
↵
wVw⌦
d¯1d¯
H
1
↵
w =
wH
⌦
d¯1d¯H1
↵
w
wHVw
Vw
V 1
⌦|s˜|2↵ ⌦d¯1d¯H1 ↵w = ⌦|s˜|2↵wH ⌦d¯1d¯H1 ↵wwHVw w
V 1
⌦|s˜|2↵ ⌦d¯1d¯H1 ↵w =  maxw.
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Appendix B
Quartic Expectations
In the following sections we derive the quartic expectations of the array data that are
required in order to form matrices need for the optimal power domain beamformer
weights in Sec. 8.4.
B.1 Quartic in x
The first term, needed to form Q,
⌦
x"x⇤'x⇢x
⇤
⌧
↵
, can be expanded by substituting
in the expression for x✏ = dT✏ s + v✏, from (6.1), where dT✏ is a row vector: dT✏ =h
d✏,1 . . . d✏,P
i
.
⌦
x✏x
⇤
'x⇢x
⇤
⌧
↵
=
⌦ 
dT✏ s+ v✏
   
dT's+ v'
 ⇤  
dT⇢ s+ v⇢
   
dT⌧ s+ v⌧
 ⇤↵ (B.1)
=
⌦ 
dT✏ sd
H
' s
⇤ + dT✏ sv
⇤
' + v✏d
H
' s
⇤ + v✏v⇤'
  
dT⇢ sd
H
⌧ s
⇤ + dT⇢ sv
⇤
⌧ + v⇢d
H
⌧ s
⇤ + v⇢v⇤⌧
 ↵
(B.2)
The noise and speech terms are assumed to be independent and zero-mean. Therefore
the expectation of terms which involve an odd number of noise or speech terms will
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be 0, hs✏vi = 0. Thus we can simplify the above to:
⌦
x✏x
⇤
'x⇢x
⇤
⌧
↵
=
⌦
dT✏ sd
H
' s
⇤  dT⇢ sdH⌧ s⇤ + v⇢v⇤⌧  (B.3)
+dT✏ sv
⇤
'
 
dT⇢ sv
⇤
⌧ + v⇢d
H
⌧ s
⇤ 
+v✏d
H
' s
⇤  dT⇢ sv⇤⌧ + v⇢dH⌧ s⇤ 
+v✏v
⇤
'
 
dT⇢ sd
H
⌧ s
⇤ + v⇢v⇤⌧
 ↵
.
Both the complex speech coeﬃcients, s, and the noise coeﬃcients, v, have independent
real and imaginary parts, hs✏s✏i = 0, hv✏v✏i = 0, thus only paired complex conjugate
terms are non-zero when expanded:
⌦
x✏x
⇤
'x⇢x
⇤
⌧
↵
=
⌦
dT✏ sd
H
' s
⇤dT⇢ sd
H
⌧ s
⇤ + dT✏ sd
H
' s
⇤v⇢v⇤⌧
+ dT✏ sv
⇤
'v⇢d
H
⌧ s
⇤ + v✏dH' s
⇤dT⇢ sv
⇤
⌧
+v✏v
⇤
'd
T
⇢ sd
H
⌧ s
⇤ + v✏v⇤'v⇢v
⇤
⌧
↵
. (B.4)
Separating the various expectations gives the following:
⌦
x✏x
⇤
'x⇢x
⇤
⌧
↵
=
⌦  
d⌧d
H
⇢
 
:
 
d'd
H
✏
 
: T
 
:
↵H ⌦ 
s⇤sT
 
:
 
s⇤sT
 
: T
↵
: (B.5)
+
 ⌦
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↵
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⌦
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✏
  
:
↵
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.
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The summations over the quadratic terms can be combined into a single double
summation, and hsas⇤bi can be factored out:
⌦
x✏x
⇤
'x⇢x
⇤
⌧
↵
=
X
a,b,c,d
⌦
d✏,ad
⇤
',bd⇢,cd
⇤
⌧,d
↵ hsas⇤bscs⇤di+ ⌦v✏v⇤'v⇢v⇤⌧↵
+
X
a,b
hsas⇤bi
 ⌦
d✏,ad
⇤
',b
↵ hv⇢v⇤⌧ i+ ⌦d✏,ad⇤⌧,b↵ ⌦v⇤'v⇢↵
+
⌦
d⇤',ad⇢,b
↵ hv✏v⇤⌧ i+ ⌦d⇢,ad⇤⌧,b↵ ⌦v✏v⇤'↵  . (B.6)
The sources are assumed to be independent, as such hsas⇤bi = 0, a 6= b. Therefore
the last line can be simplified:
⌦
x✏x
⇤
'x⇢x
⇤
⌧
↵
=
X
a,b,c,d
⌦
d✏,ad
⇤
',bd⇢,cd
⇤
⌧,d
↵ hsas⇤bscs⇤di (B.7)
+
⌦
v✏v
⇤
'v⇢v
⇤
⌧
↵
+
X
a
hsas⇤ai
 ⌦
d✏,ad
⇤
',a
↵ hv⇢v⇤⌧ i+ ⌦d✏,ad⇤⌧,a↵ ⌦v⇤'v⇢↵
+
⌦
d⇤',ad⇢,a
↵ hv✏v⇤⌧ i+ ⌦d⇢,ad⇤⌧,a↵ ⌦v✏v⇤'↵  .
B.1.1 Quartic speech term
A similar analysis can be applied to the quartic speech term, which appears as the
first term on the right hand side of (B.7):
X
a,b,c,d
⌦
d✏,ad
⇤
',bd⇢,cd
⇤
⌧,d
↵ hsas⇤bscs⇤di . (B.8)
When expanding the above summations, the speech expectation term, hsas⇤bscs⇤di, will
only present non-zero terms in a subset of cases. Firstly, when all indices are the same
we obtain a quartic in the source powers:
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X
a
⌦
d✏,ad
⇤
',ad⇢,ad
⇤
⌧,a
↵ ⌦|sa|4↵ . (B.9)
Secondly, there are many cross terms which result in quadratics. This occurs when
there is a set of conjugate pairs in the source indices, hsas⇤bscs⇤di, i.e. a = b \ c = d
or a = d \ c = b. The unique set of non-zero quadratic terms is specified in the
summation:
P 1X
a=1
PX
b=a+1
hsas⇤ai hsbs⇤bi (B.10)⌦
d✏,ad
⇤
',ad⇢,bd
⇤
⌧,b + d✏,ad
⇤
',bd⇢,bd
⇤
⌧,a
+d✏,bd
⇤
',ad⇢,ad
⇤
⌧,b + d✏,bd
⇤
',bd⇢,ad
⇤
⌧,a
↵
.
The general expression can be formed by combining all the above terms:
X
a,b,c,d
⌦
d✏,ad
⇤
',bd⇢,cd
⇤
⌧,d
↵ hsas⇤bscs⇤di = (B.11)
PX
a=1
⌦
d✏,ad
⇤
',ad⇢,ad
⇤
⌧,a
↵ ⌦|sa|4↵
+
P 1X
a=1
PX
b=a+1
⌦|sa|2↵ ⌦|sb|2↵⌦
d✏,ad
⇤
',ad⇢,bd
⇤
⌧,b + d✏,ad
⇤
',bd⇢,bd
⇤
⌧,a
+d✏,bd
⇤
',ad⇢,ad
⇤
⌧,b + d✏,bd
⇤
',bd⇢,ad
⇤
⌧,a
↵
.
B.2 MSE optimisation
The MSE in the STFT domain, ESTFT, is aﬀected by scaling the amplitude of the
beamformer output. The metric reduces if there is mismatch between the desired
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signal in the reference and the beamformer output. The optimal scaling factor, &, to
minimise the ESTFT can derived as follows. Given ESTFT as:
ESTFT =
N!X
!=1
A!
 
MSE!⌦|s˜!|4↵
!
.
the optimal value for & can be found through diﬀerentiation.
dESTFT
d&
=
d
d&
N!X
!=1
A!
 
MSE!⌦|s˜!|4↵
!
= 0
=
d
d&
N!X
!=1
A!
 
&4
⌦
tr2
 
FxxH
 ↵
!
  2&2 ⌦tr  FxxH 
!
s˜!s˜H!
↵
+
⌦|s˜!|4↵⌦|s˜!|4↵
!
0 =
N!X
!=1
A!⌦|s˜!|4↵  4&3 ⌦tr2  FxxH ↵!   4& ⌦tr  FxxH ! s˜!s˜H! ↵  .
Removing the case when & = 0, we can divide through by &:
0 =
N!X
!=1
A!⌦|s˜!|4↵  &2 ⌦tr2  FxxH ↵!   ⌦tr  FxxH ! s˜!s˜H! ↵ 
= &2
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